Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute '

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
Weighs only 2.5 kg
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hotline seven days a week .
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation approved
parachute Rigger "B"
9. Free owner's manual with every parachute
1O. Other models and sizes available
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Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178
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Does anyone have information about an
east facing site in the Cookbundoon range
near Carrick (approx. 15km north of Goulburn)
which was used up until about 10 years ago?
We have a property in the area and a few
years ago my father found the launch, in a
somewhat overgrown condition, but
accessible via a fire trail.
Also, in the past, I used to fly gliders in the
Goulburn area, long before I turned to hang
gliding. I remember the Goulburn Gliding Club
CFI being approached by hangies wanting
to ground/winch tow off our strip. They were
politely refused at the time and I wondered
if any attempt has been made since to pursue
this further.
David Piggott
~ Firstly, I wish to raise a serious issue which

Bigger than Jurassic Park! The above hot
air balloon was only one of this year's
attractions at Marti's Balloon Fiesta in
Canowindra and even a hang glider made
an impromptu appearance, when Len Paton
flew in from Forbes. '
On a sadder note, the sport has lost two
well liked pilots in June. Both Mark Hellier
and Richard Lys will be missed by their
hang gliding friends. Our condolences go out to both their families and friends.
From the articles I received this month, it
looks like some of you have gone flying
despite the cold or even escaped overseas.
A microlight trip along the Murray or
bombing out in Nepal both sound infinitely
more exciting than flying a desk. I envy you!
It is great to see a rise in interest in
Skyfloating in Australia. This activity has
become very popular in both Europe and
the USA over the last few years and is
slowly gaining acceptance over here. By all
accounts pilots (old and new) are enjoying
this experience of flying for fun. Personally,
I believe that Skyfloating will benefit our
sport by making hang gliding more accessible
to a wider range of participants and reducing the drop out rate among novice pilots.
We're in this sport to have fun after all.
Fly Safely,
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has concerned me for some time: The sale of
outdated and non-airworthy hang gliders through
newspaper and 'Trading Post' classifieds.
While I lived in Adelaide, there was a news
report one evening about some poor young
unfortunate who'd bought an old piece of junk,
intending to enjoy the thrills of hang gliding.
Together with a friend, he'd found a slope from
which to launch and after several attempts
at getting airborne, he landed in a dam and
drowned. A tragic end which could have been
prevented if only he'd got in touch with the
local club. The description of the glider he
was flying made it out to be a floppy batten,
narrow nose angle death ride which no pilot
in their right mind would fly these days.
My point is that I still see these gliders for sale.
When I do, I usually call to advise that hang
gliders should definitely not be sold or pas$ed
on ifthey are past a certain age or no longer
airworthy. On the occasions when I have
called the newspaper or the people selling
such equipment to advise them of the potential
dangers, most have complied, but some have
persisted. Maybe an official letter of advice
from the HGFA containing a hit list of gliders,
suitable or unsuitable for sale, should be
forwarded to all Australian newspaper
classifieds to help solve this problem. This
strikes me as a reasonable undertaking which
could one day ,pay for itself by saving a life
and gaining a new HGFA member.
As a hang glider pilot since 1983, I can see that
this problem still remains a weak link and can
continue to damage the image of our sport. I
urge all pilots to police newspaper classifieds
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for the sake of our sport and the life of someone
who might otherwise become one of us.
Furthermore, I would like to open a forum
for ideas regarding our image. Call it the
"Sport Report".
I see a need to promote our sport to the public
through the mass media if we want to continue
to do well. We could really do with some good
PR right now to "reach the masses". A new
influx of sportsmen and women would solve
a long list of our problems. Everyone would
benefit from this development: the HGFA,
manufacturers, schools and clubs.
I propose we employ someone full/part time
to sell our sport and handle public relations
as an ongoing development, to keep our image
positive and alive through the coverage of
events, with regular sporting updates and a
focus on the worldwide calendar. Hang gliding
should be seen and heard regularly in the
media and on the World Wide Web.
Some older pilots may remember the 70's
'Hey Days' in Adelaide when a wind report
was regularly broadcast on 5AD radio on
weekends - just for hang gliders. Pilots used
to laugh, knowing the inaccuracy of these
forecasts, but back then our numbers swelled
to several hundreds.
Unfortunately we also still carry the bad image
of those early days, created by the primitive

skills were nat able to' get airbarne. With the
observed that the secret was the
equipment and the lack af knawledge that
Draganflys, Clive and I tawed thase that we
The task was a triangle returning to th
caused many accidents. These days, hang
cauld and several pilats camplained af the
paddock. The Meet Director had advised that
gliding has advanced so. much, it's a pity
unfairness af aur effarts.
the window would close at 4:30. We had 150
pea pie dan't see mare af it. The time has came
The matter was raised at the marning meeting
litres of fuel left, enough to last longer than
to' update their perceptians, to' shaw that aur
next day where Tamas explained the micro
4:30, and Clive and I flew to groups of pilots
spart is really quite safe, fairly hi-tech, reasanmetearalagical events that accur an a still day
to tow them into the resident thermal that
ably affardable, fun and exhilarating.
when the lapse rate and thermal canditians
was still going strong.
Mast af aur caverage still seems to' be abaut
bad news: The Gald Caast Bulletin bemaaning
are gaad enaugh to' set up a resident thermal.
The writer seemed disappointed not to receive
the clasure af Mt Tambarine ar the unfartunate
This had accurred an that day and all the
a free tow. I would like to point out that there
death af a pilat flying from a remate site in
paddacks around the thermal experienced tail
was no such thing. Clive and I towed for 20
Wyndham, WA recently. Regular articles af
winds as the air was drawn to' the base af the
days at Hay and Forbes. The cost of supplying
a mare pasitive/upbeat nature wauld certainly
resident thermal.
2 tugs, 1 winch car and ground crew was
gain us mare suppart in the lang run.
$20,000, amounting to $1,000 per day and
I haven't seen a TV special an a hang
was borne by private pilots and Moyes
gliding campetitian far a lang time
Gliders. Moyes Gliders paid $10,000
DANGER
...
(thaugh I hear Galaxy accasianally
for us to tow Moyes sponsored pilots.
shaw samething an their Extreme
Everyd~y; sOl;ne ,n~w' cia-gaader i~-trying -to save
Moyes appreciate the pilot that buys
Sparts segment). Surfers get a surf
'y froIJlOllr$~lves.' We have sOn;Jany laws and safety ,
and flies our gliders and in return we
repart, baaties the same and mast
cammissians to' enswe our~,safety that it seems nearly ,
intend to build for them the best glider
ather sparts, hawever baring, get
' impQssibleto ,have an ac'cident. The proble~' is tbat"
we possibly can and if we can give
canstant regular caverage. I
we' need accidents, and lots of them. ' further help with advice or towing it
persanally dan't give a damn
Danger is nature's way ofe'limin:ating sjupid people.
is his for the asking.
far cricket, rugby ar lawn bawls,
Withoutsafety,' stu:pid~'people,di~ in accidents! VVitn ;
I make no apology for this attitude.
althaugh it draws a large fallawing,
~afety, howeVer w'ell-inte[ltfoned ,it may be, we are
We all work hard at Moyes and will
but Speed Gliding is an excellent
dev91~ing in~o h,alf-0itte'd mutants' becquse idiot~( ,
support those that appreciate our
idea and deserves aur full suppart.
who oy all, rights should bepead"are- spared from",
efforts and support us. I will, however,
It's also. clear that an influx af new
their, ~rghtfulearly 'graves 'a~dare fr'e~t09reed even ,
apologise to pilots that waited for the
members will require same
more 'imbeciles:
'free tow'.
, restructuring and palicing to' ensure
let's dO,Qway'with safety-andil11ptpve\ ')ur species.
The Meet Director drove along the
training and educatian standards
, fake ,up'smokingrJa'ywaik! Play with blastingc'aps!
strips and told remaining pilots that
are high and safety is paramaunt.
SWim, right after a b'ig meaI!Stick'someth(~g 'sma:I,I '
Clive and I would tow all that we
In finishing, I suggest we target all
- i,n your ear! Take your choice of dangerous activity \
could before the window was closed
established sparting arenas to' make
and do it with gusto! Future generations will thank you.
and to remain where they were as
them aware af who. we are and what
it was easier for us to fly to' them.
Lawrence'B'lilier
we do., nat anly to' attract patential
Those who were not satisfied to
in a I~jt~r to the Arizona ,Republic
new sparts enthusiasts, but also. to'
wait their turn, carried their gliders
cansalidate and strengthen aur pasitian
to the strips where we were towing. Our
as a vital spart with a vaice and a
fuel tanks are transparent and it was obvious
presence. I challenge all pilats to' do.
that we were nearly out of fuel, although not
their best to' help this develapment. ..
one pilot came with fuel for us to carry on.
think af the lang term benefits. Perhaps
As Tomas explained, the secret of success
We towed until our tanks were dry.
even a manthly Skysailar again.
was to be prepared. A dolly became more
Returning pilots were late and the Meet
Jules Makk , important than aerotows. Even with aerotows
Director allowed us to continue towing
we could not tow tailwind without a dolly.
until 6pm when we had to stop.
~ This is in respanse to' a letter by AJ Murray
The Meet Director did not get the task wrong.
To the pilots that carried their gliders to
(Apr/May Skysailar), critical af the Hay Taw
The task was excellent. Tomas set a new
the strips that we were towing from, I also
meet and our taw aperatians.
World Record over a 150km triangle and many
make no apology. They were trying to barge
Canditians an that particular day af the meet
pilots had the best flight of their lives.
in without giving the tow crew a choice of
were perfecUar a big triangle and the Meet
Clive and I had the easiest tow day of the meet
who will be towed.
Directar and his assistants called the task to'
after launching 30 pilots with 30 tows. The
Bill Moyes
suit the farecast.
Japanese team towed with winch and dolly
Clive Gilmaur and I were tawing 30 pilats and
and had all their pilots out in good time.
we had them all away in an haur, while same
The Moyes team had 5 dollies at Hay and 3
pilats withaut suitable equipment and tawing
of these were borrowed by other teams who

us '
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TONY DENNIS

It all started when Paul Haines
(NSW), Larry Jones (SA) and
myself (VIC) wanted to organise
a cross-country trip together.
It was really an excuse
for us, our ex-students and
other trike pilots to have
a bit of fun.
The Victorian and NSW group
met in Benalla to head towards
Swan Hill where Larry Jones'
group from Strathalbyn would
meet us. Together we planned
to follow the Murray back
to Strathalbyn.

Benalla to Echuca

We departed Benalla on June 1st for Tocumwal, the home of Sportavia Gliding Centre. The centre is located on an ex-WW2 strip where
the hangar holds 40 sailplanes with enough spare room for another
40. Since we wanted to take our time, we hadn't contacted any public
strips beforehand - we just arrived. In an invasion, 13 colourful
microlights flew into the Sportavia airfield to a friendly welcome
of coffee and biscuits.
After that, it was off to Echuca for the night. The Echuca Aero
club was just finishing the concrete floor of their new hangar when
we arrived. They were most helpful in recommending accommodation and offered some of us to sleep in the clubhouse for the night.
It was great to see the Echuca group working as a club and happy
to mingle with other forms of aviation, especially since we noticed
during our trip how many strips lay unused. Thanks again Echuca.
Since most of us weren't keen on camping with the nights getting
down to ODC, we sent a reconnaissance squad out to haggle for. a
room in a local pub. In time, our best negotiators proved to be Drewe

and Rex. They usually had the hotel receptionists in an absolute spin
by the time the rest of our group arrived. I am not sure what they
said or did, but the accommodation was always at a discount rate.
On to Swan Hill

After de-icing our wings we were off to Cohuna en-route to Swan
Hill to meet the SA group.
Trikes are really motorbikes of the sky. Our trip felt just like a
motorbike tour with a better view. As the Murray wound its way
through the country we could still see the hulls of old paddle steamers
in the clear water near Echuca.
The first person to land at Cohuna came over the radio: "Watch
out for the dog! " A large dog had gotten quite excited about our
unannounced arrival and thought the wheels looked good to chase.
After some deterring he left the field and we all landed OK. The
sight of us all arriving must have been quite spectacular because
many people came out to watch and the local papers seemed to
find us at nearly ev,ery strip we landed at.

Line up to leave Benalla.

Photo: Andrew A5hton

Kicroliqhtinq
On the way to Swan Hill we heard over the radio that the SA
group was already landing there. Our group had split in two as some
pilots had wanted to visit Lake Boga, where one of the Catalinas
from WW2 still stands as a static display.
The first nine trikes arrived at Swan Hill in formation and landed
to a warm welcome from the SA group, followed by the other six
10 minutes later. We now had a grand total of 21 trikes to put to
bed before heading off to town. Cliff Banks, the local CFI, made
us very welcome (he even arranged for the Wentworth club to greet
us the next day. Thanks Cliff).
Larry Jones and his SA group were very well set up for camping.
Their trikes were fitted with carry bags containing everything they
needed to be self-sufficient. Larry has made many trike trips and has
a lot of experience with sky camping and, together with his partner
Jude, he manufactures a great range of carry bags that make good
use of the room in the trike. We spent most of the first couple of
days looking at each others aircraft, observing how different groups
had outfitted their trikes and collecting good ideas.
Together at last

Our stay in Swan Hill
was fun and the whole
trip had turned into
one long joke. Every
.
.
time we got mto our
ground support minibus, we ended up
laughing all the way

a motel for us. This was one of the nicest places we stayed at and by
now we were all starting to get a little tired and needed to renew our
energies for the next day.
During the whole trip, the only major trouble with our aircraft
was flat tyres. The bindi are a lot bigger in the north! Only one
puncture at Wentworth, but lots more were to come.
Lost in space

We set off from Wentworth to re-join the SA group at Lake
Cullulleraine. Over the radio we decided to impress the SA guys and
do a formation flight over the strip. We gathered 5nm from the strip
Photo: D. Bermaine
to and from the strip.
21 trikes at Swa n Hill.
The next morning,
and flew, flew and flew. Soon discussions started: "I thought the strip
all 21 of us set off for a fly-by of Swan Hill and then two Benalla
was near the lake?" "My GPS is not pointing the same way as yours! "
pilots reluctantly returned homeward and the remaining 19 trikes
"Drewe must know where he's going." We flew and flew until a faint
headed north west. Even the TV cameras were out to watch us leave!
voice from a ground radio said: "Hey guys, you flew past us 10
The air was smooth and our swarm was flying at 500ft agl to
minutes ago!" Damn, who's GPS co-ordinates did we use? We'd
avoid the light headwind up high. Nearly every pilot had a GPS,
missed the strip alright ,!nd the SA guys were very amused when we
it seems a common piece of equipment now, and pilots would use
arrived. We had become too GPS reliant! A useful lesson.
their ground speed readings to minimise the flight time and follow
With the group back together again, we headed to Waikerie via
the arrow like "Blind Freddy" - to our later dismay.
Renmark for some of the best flying of the trip. The wildlife was out
Robinvale for a fuel stop. Every time we landed and were in
and we could see kangaroos and emus in most paddocks. All 19 trikes
mobile range, everyone's message banks went off and the phones
were flying within a couple of miles of each other, everywhere you
came out. Have you ever noticed that when people talk on
looked there were trikes and it was great to see how our
mobile phones they don't just stand still but walk
group was starting to look after each other and
away from you and nod their heads like
fly as a team.
pigeons? Yak, yak, yak.
The wind had started to pick up as
After we'd thawed out, we were off to
the group spread out. Into Renmark
Wentworth. The SA group were going
we had a 20kt headwind and 10 to
to camp at Lake Cullulleraine so we
15kt on the ground. The SA group
split at Robinvale and planned to
overflew while the VIC/NSW group
meet the next day. By now we had
landed and refuelled. We decided
reached a different sort of country.
to leave ASAP as the 35 nm to
The land looked dry and barren and
Waikerie would take some time.
we all had to fly a little higher as the
Lucky we did! The wind was
landing options were not as good.
getting stronger and the trikes were
Around the top of Mildura MBZ and
down to 29kt ground speed. The air
on to Wentworth we went.
was getting rough. The paddocks below
One thing we noticed was how good our
had just been ploughed and soil was
radios worked. We soon got into the swing of
blowing off them like smoke from a fire while
En-route maintenance.
changing channels at the boundary of the CTAFs and
the wind swirled around on the waters of the Murray.
Photo: A. A5hton
MBZ. The GA pilots we talked to in the air must have been
quite amazed to hear 20 trikes transmitting past their airfield.
Wa ikerie
Wentworth has a nice strip, 28km NW of Mildura MBZ. We
The SA guys landed OK, but we were 45min behind and the wind
were greeted by members of the local club who had already reserved
on the ground was increasing by the minute. Luckily the strip was
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into wind, although the circuit was very rough and the landing was
one of the hardest I ever did. All the pilots showed good airmanship
and landed safely. A front was on its way and we tied everything
down with some pilots even taking their wings off the trike base.
We were shocked to see the state ofWaikerie Gliding Club on
our arrival. A group of backpackers had stayed there the night before
and had gotten a little too drunk before taking their frustrations out
on the club rooms. Every window and trophy had been destroyed the total damage was shocking and estimated at $20-50k. Although
the vandals were caught and charged the next day, it was sad to see
this happen at any airfield facility.
We spent 3 nights in Waikerie. The Aero club and the Gliding
club made a huge effort to make us feel at home and we all thank
them for their support and were happy to help them clean up.
Hopefully their club rooms are back to normal by now.
While waiting on the weather, some of us took a little bus trip to
Morgan, SA, when Larry Jones phoned to tell us tlut the storm front
had hit the airfield at Waikerie and the trikes that had been stored flat
on the ground weren't so flat any more! However, we were lucky.
None of the trikes were damaged in the strong winds and my SCREWIT tie down pegs had worked a treat and hadn't budged.
Out ofWaikerie at last, our group split into 3. One flew to
Morgan to see the bend in the Murray river, the SA group headed
home to Strathalbyn and the 3rd group went down the road to
Blanchetown, Tintinara for refuelling, then Murray Bridge. My flight
from Waikerie along to Murray Bridge was fantastic. The cliffs near
Blanchetown have to be seen from the air to be believed. They are
just majestic and the river winds like a big snake through the earth.
Tintinara was a rough strip and to our amusement we watched
Drewe carve his way through the thistles with his mighty 912
Quantum and set the seed pods flying.
After a quick tyre check we
were off again on our way to
Murray Bridge. Once we'd
arrived at the beautiful strip,
we waited for the rest of the
gaggle. The weather began
to close in and we were still
waiting for Barry So~than.
Had he been seen
overflying for Strathalbyn?
Barry had not arrived at
Strath' and we began to worry
as the weather got worst. With-
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out map or GPS, Barry
was using "I follow you
navigation", but now he
had no one to follow.
The squalls became more
frequent. Barry was four
hours overdue.
Finally, word. He had
made it to Strath'. Failing to
remember anyone's mobile number,
he had landed near a couple of farmers
out in their paddock to ask directions. Larry Jones arranged for a
car to pick up Barry and join our group for dinner while his trike
was sheltered in the Strath' hangar.
Homeward

The next day, Drewe gave Barry a lift to Strath' in the 912 Quantum.
After saying our good-byes to the SA guys, we flew from Strath via
Wellington, the mouth of the Murray, to Bordertown. When we
arrived, the Bordertown Gliding Club was in full action and we made
quite an entrance. The club provided lunch and we refuelled.
Our next stop was Nhill, Victoria, then Horsham, where the air
was completely smooth as we landed at the end of the day. It had
been our longest day, with 220nm flown over 4 hours. During a great
meal at Horsham, we reminisced on our adventure. We had all had a
lot of fun and some wished to fly o~ forever, but our trip was nearing
the end. The next day, Drewe and Johnny Diesel left us to fly back to
Pt Cook in Melbourne while the 9 remaining pilots left for St Arnaud
and Bendigo for lunch and fuel.
Bendigo to Shepparton, then the last leg home. The cumulus
clouds we had had over us for the last two days evaporated and we
flew the last 20nm in beautiful sunshine. As the sun was setting
behind us, we landed back at Benalla at 4pm on June lOth, after ~
achieving our longest flight: 1,000nm - the trip of a lifetime.
ifJ

This trip was organised by members ofthe MAS (Micro light Aviation
Specialist group): Paul Haines (Sydney Microlight Centre) NSWj} Larry
Jones (Adelaide Airsports) SA)} Tony Dennis (The Right Altitude
Microlight SchooL VIC).
Were planning FO organise a similar flight in 98 and hopefully even
a national trike gathering in May '98. To join our trike mailing list (one
for each State)} please contact anyone ofus (See classifieds for number-s).
A big thanks must go to our driver Don Payne. He was always there
when we landed and never complained
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by Aussie Born pty Ltd

Australia's best value
soaring helmet, Carbon
fibre & Kevlar - certified
to CE966 standards. 750g
$180

We design and manufacture
the Aerial Pursuits
Microlight
Communications System.
Complete system - 2
helmets with visors, 2
headsets, intercom and
PIT, $950!

fitted mike/speaker: add $20

Also , ask us about Full Face
helmet kits!

Available now, the
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harness

is the latest in the Aussie Born range.
Twin suspension points attach the two easy glide sliders
allowing the pilot to evenly slide forward or back, in and out
of prone position. Even a novice would find it a breeze to
land in and there is more than ample storage space for the
competition pilot. Full continuous webbing reinforcement are
used throughout the harness, front and side mounts available.

PO Box 1059

Order during winter & receive one of our Aussie Skins

Hampton North, Vic 3188
email: aerial@ozemail.com.au

custom made flight suits absolutely free (value $320) .

Ph: (03)95970527
Fax: (03)95981302
Web page: http://www.ozemail.com.au/ .... aerial

VISA

Just what you need for those cold winter flights.
Call ...,al

II I;,

- . . ,...... ; '

_"'"" ••

~ •• ;, . . . . . e

.

for more information on all of our products:

. ph/fax 042 943 240'

HGFA INSURANCE
We can offer:
• Affordable "Flight Risks" Personal Accidentllnjury/iliness Cover
• Options for insurance of Trikes and Hang Gliders:

* Limited transit risks plus fire & theft or ...

* Full cover Ground &Transport or ...
* Full Aircraft policy - Flight, Taxiing, Ground & Transport
As Registered General insurance brokers, with special expertise
in aviation insurances, we have the experience and qualifications
to assist all members with a broad range of insurance advice
and cover placement. We currently handle the HGFA Liability
Scheme as well as specialist services for a number of other
aviation Associations.
Please contact us for expert aviation insurance advice.
HGFA Insurance Scheme Administrator,
Kevin Chamberlain, Chamberlain Knights Pty Ltd
Insurance Brokers ACN 002493 521

Phone (02) 98684044, Fax (02) 9868 5262
PO Box 329, EPPING NSW 2121
Approved and initiated by the HGFA for the Members

NEW
•
•
•
•
•

-

USED

-

DEMOS

Four sizes - 140, 170, 195, 225
Fly prone or seated
Edel harness (seated)
Skyfloating bar (hang loop)
Spare parts & accessories

Stock available for immediate delivery.

Adelaide Airsports
36 Herrick St
Sellicks Beach SA 5174

Ph: 08 85563030
Fx: 08 855674113
Mb: 018 815094
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amped at Dave Romeril's spacious park at Porepunkah, my
brother Glenn and his family, John Carter and Co, Steve
Oakley, Brian Lane with their respective tribes, and myself were
set up perfectly to fly 'o ur socks off. Conditions were such that we
could entertain the prospects of challenging Out-and-Returns. Midway through the week, John set the ball rolling with a great flight
from Tawonga to Mt Porepunkah, across to Buffalo then back to land
at Mt Beauty airstrip, earning him the skygod title for the day.
My week had begun in the afternoon of December 29th when I
arrived to help my brother off Mt Buffalo (he called it 'sphincter hill')
for the first time. I then had a late flight down in trashy air. The next
day was better: Buffalo to Mt Beauty. After that, Mt Emu to a few k's
past Gundowring in a late afternoon after a very overcast day cleared
around 5pm. The 4th day was a leisurely amble above Buffalo then
over towards Mystic and back to Porepunkah airport.
The next day, the 2nd of the new year, dawned clear and warmed
up rapidly, with a few cu's appearing early at around ·llam. We
rushed up Buffalo only to watch the mountain close down quickly as
cloud killed all development, evidenced by many pilots having a
rather quick glide down to the airport.
Around 2pm things began to look a little brighter and I launched
my Rumour 3 into a 10mph NW wind. So far every flight off Buffalo
had seen me setting a bee-line for the 'hot rocks' and today was no
exception. If I didn't get anything straight away, I would boat around
in whatever lift: I could find until the next cycle triggered off the rocks.
Patience was the key and after cruising around at 100-200ft above the
few trees dotting the rocks for some 20 minutes, I finally climbed out
in a steady 400ft up to around 8,000ft asl east of the chalet.
Earlier I had toyed with the idea of going out headwind past
Mt Macleod, 5km NW of Buffalo, and making a tailwind run for
home later. Whilst climbing in 600fpm up over Macleod, after
loosing 3,000ft from Buffalo, a ground based 'guiding angel', in
the form of Dave at the caravan park, whispered in my ear to keep

C
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going across to Nug Nug, 8km further along. It sounded like a good
idea and there was some inviting cloud development ahead, so at
9,000ft (base was around 9,500ft asl) I put my head down and sped
on to the next source of lift. The headwind at altitude was little more
than 10mph and I was able to maintain good ground speeds,
according to my GPS, of up to 30mph.
After a top up of around 1,000ft halfway there, I was over Nug
Nug, a rugged escarpment of rocks. From here I was able to watch a
sailplane I had seen earlier at Macleod follow ~n unbelievable cloud
street that stretched all the way to Benalla. I was very tempted to
follow but thought better of it when I learnt over the radio that my
pick-up was now happily enjoying a cool waterhole on the Buckland
with the rest of the crew.
I continued further west, enjoying the wonderful vista of Lake
Buffalo nestled back in the ranges south ofNug Nug. Ahead, a series
of long low ranges were triggering lovely cu's and I hopped from
cloud to cloud until I ran into a big blue hole towards King Valley

Looking back NE to Mt Buffalo with Lake Buffalo
to the right and Nug Nug escarpment centre left.

Photos: Lance Sheppard

and decided to turn north following what was left of the cloud street
towards Milawa.
About 11/2 hrs into the flight my bladder was signalling - one
of the minor inconveniences of carrying a water bag. So while
thermalling up toward the windward edge of a cloud I tried to
concentrate on the 'pressing' need. Now, I had given some thought
to this event happening and had installed a zip on my flying suit.
However, in the warm and comfortable conditions on terra firma,
a few complicating factors had been overlooked. The air temperature
at 9,000ft is a tad cold, gloves have to be removed and there is a
rather ,- shall we say 'diminishing' - wind chill factor! With one glove
in my mouth, I was eventually able to complete an operation that
I had begun some 5 minutes earlier. I reckon I gained another 500ft
with the loss of ballast.
After flying some 15km north, I ran into another large blue hole
and decided to turn for home, drifting east towards Whorouly South
and heading for Myrtleford. Ahead of me was a rather large cloud
which I was climbing up to steadily. At this point I made my second
error, after the now damp shorts under the flying suit, I fanged across
the base of the cloud believing I could maintain a higher sink rate
than there was lift at base. After all the averager was only reading
around 300-400 up. Very soon I encountered a few wispy bits, which
turned into white bits, which turned into a white out at around
50mph.
A ghostly luminous grey enveloped me. Fascinated I watched
small droplets develop and crystallise on my bar mitts. Something
didn't feel quite right. I felt heavier in the harness, but. .. I was flying
straight, wasn't I? One glance at the GPS showed me I was flying
rapid circles. I couldn't believe it. Straightaway stories of people going
inverted in cloud started nagging at my consciousness. With eyes
glued to the GPS I slowed the glider down and set a direct heading
toward Mt Buffalo climbing steadily in the cloud. At least I was now
flying level and the clouds weren't O D 'ing, but capped at an inversion
around 12-13,000ft. For a while things got very dark as I flew

On the home run, looking up the Ovens Valley from above Myrtleford.

through the centre of the cloud at a steady 35mph until the luminous
glow reappeared and all of a sudden I popped out the side at 10,770ft
asl, only to see that it was about to join up with another. I had never
cored sink so well before!
I continued on towards Myrtleford, passing the Pines ridge
8,000ft below and 15km to the north with its curve pointing to dark
forested ranges winding their jagged way toward Bogong, Hotham
and beyond. In the late afternoon light and lengthening shadows
these ranges showed off their rugged relief magnificently as I went
on the 20km final glide from base above Myrtleford to Porepunkah
airport. To maximise my glide, I used the distance to Porepunkah and
ground speed my GPS gave me, in conjunction with a little chart on
my upright giving me glide ratios against ground speedl sink for my
sink rate. I was able to maintain ground speeds up to 90km/h
with this info and arrived at the airport with about 500ft to set up a
landing in zero wind at 6:30pm after a round trip of just over 80km.
I received a great sense of achievement from this lovely flight and,
thanks to my brother Glenn, I was soon picked up and back in camp
for an early shower and dinner at a reasonable hour. We even
had time for the regular volleyball game.

A big thank you to our base camp personnel who prepared food to feed us
hungry pilots and also to Dave Romeril a HC pilot himself, for being a
most accommodating host. He supplied us with power, wood free gas
BBQ CPS downloads, weather updates and a mean serve in the evening
volleyball tournaments.

HGFA merchandise
Available from the HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069472888 or Fax: 069 474328
• $30 Polo shirt with embroidered HGFA logo
in white, green & navy (sizes 16 to 24)

• $15 Beginning Coaching
(Australian Sports Commission)

• $50 Rugby top with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy & green (sizes 16 to 24)

• $20 Better Coaching
(Australian Sports Commission)

• $12 Cap with HGFA colour logo red, blue or navy
• $6 Embroidered badge (no postage fee required)

• $7 each Topographic maps
(1 :100,000 or 1:250,000, etc.
Provide details separately)

• $4.95 Metal lapel badge with colour enamel
HGFA logo (no postage fee required)

• $10 HGFA Operations Manual *

• $1.50 HGFA Car sticker (no postage fee required)

• $15 HGFA Operations Manual Binder*

• $55 HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video

• $8 HGFA Log Book*

• $10 HGFA Competitions Manual
• HGFA Towing Manual - No Charge

* Replacement Prices only - These items are
issued free with initial Full Membership
• $3.00 POST AND PACKING (Bulk orders sent C,O.D.)
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Conondale "Not Quite the Classic" 5-7 Sept 97

Cononda le,

Social flying weekend. Requirements: All levels of pilot

SE QLD

with inland 'expowelcome. Entry fee: $45. Prize money will Ian Pender 07 32666514.

Bruce Crerar 0754451897,

again be on offer along with trophies and a good time.
Tamworth Sport Aviation Fly-In

13-14Sept97

Tamworth Airport, A great chance to mingle with other aviation enthusiasts. Godfrey Wenness
NSW

Gillies Competition

- 20-21 Sept 97

Cairns, QLD

Static displays and a public open day are organised by

Manilla Paragliding

Tamworth Aero Club.

067856545

Friday 19 Sept is a fun day. Entry fee: $35, an extra

Russell Krautz 070541085.

$40 if camping which also covers all fo'od. The camp
at Genazzano centre is in a beautiful bushland setting
beside a lake, with plenty of covered space, hot showers
, & canoes available. A great fam ily spot.
Canungra Classic 1997

11-18 Oct 97

Canungra,

Rated AA. Last year's winner, Grant Heaney, won

Tim 0418 778422, tim@eis.net.au

SE QLD

375 ladder pts & is now No 1 on the National Ladder.

Closing date for entries & full

Last chance to make the '98 Australian Team.

payment: 31 Aug 97 (late fee $30).

Requirements: Int or higher rating, databack camera .
Entry fee: $230 ($195 comp + $35 site fee),
Registration: 10 Oct 97.
Kiewa Valley Fly-In

27 Dec 97-2 Jan 98

Mt Beauty, VIC

A fun event for all levels of flying . Other activities incl.

Jeanette McLaren, Dermot

volleyball, go-karts, soccer, indoor climbing, mountain

Meaney 0357544910.

biking. Registration: Evening 26 Dec, Mt Beauty Bakery,

Cheques to: Kiewa Valley-fly-In

meetings each morning at 9:30am to decide the day's

18 Tawonga Crs, Mt Beauty VIC

flying & organise transport. Sites: Several int or nov with 3699, incl. name, address, contact
adv supervision. Nov & int pilots need to bring their

ph & fax.

logbooks. All pilots must have inland footlaunch expo
Daily prizes for good launches, flights, landings & sporting
. deeds. Prize for best substantiated flight of the week &
spot, club & team prizes. Entry fee: $30.
1998 Australian HG Nationals '

28 Dec 97-5 Jan 98

Hay, NSW

Entry fee: $220. Requirements: The ability to handle

M. Bailey 0353356194, baileyme@

awesome thermals, massive distances & late nights!

timken.com or Sandra Holtkamp

Tow endorsement & HGFA m/ship, databack camera

03 53492845. Cheque/money order

essential, GPS permitted. Min. of4 paid entries per team to: Australian Nationals, Po Box
1998 Bogong Cup

9-18Jan98

Mt Beauty, VIC

to secure strip. Rated AM. Excellent prize money.

358W, Ballarat West VIC 3350

Entry fee: $195, Min rating: Int with inland experience,

Jeanette McLaren, Dermot

AM rating, open/AA, A,B,C, Female & Masters, Sites:

Meaney, ph: 03 57544910,

Mt Buffalo, Tawong,a Gap, Mt Emu, Accom. enquiries:

fax: 03 57544475,

Mt Beauty Accom. Service 1800636239 or 0357541267.

email: jmciaren@albury.net.au

Cheque/money orders to: Bogong Cup, PO Box 313, Mt
Beauty VIC 3699. Incl. name, address, ph., exist. glider no.
1998 HG Corryong Cup

19-25 Jan 98

Corryong, VIC

Strictly 60 pilots only. Practice Day: 19 Jan. Requ irements: Graeme Garlick, 5 Arnhem PI.
Adv or int with inland experience, camera, altimeter, UHF Willmot NSW 2770,
radio, recently packed parachute, maps& HGFA m/ship. ph: 0296286245.
Entry fee : $60, incl. meal at presentation night, BBQ during
comp & numerous prizes.

I ' i WA HG Competition 1998
NSW HG State Titles 1998

24 Jan-2 Feb 98
22-29 Mar 98

Wyalkatchem ,

170km east of Perth. Requirements: Tow equipment &

Gary Bennett 092727100 (h).

WA

endorsement, databack cameras, repacked parachute.

Manilla, NSW

Registration: 21 Mar at Imperial Hotel, Manilla . Comp runs Make cheques out to:
from 22-28 Mar, Sunday 29 is a reserve day. Entry fee:

NSW HG State Titles

$120 incl. all films (except back-ups), T-shirt and

Bill Olive, 18 Heshbon St,

presentation dinner on Saturday 28 Mar (non-competitors Gateshead NSW 2290;
can book for the dinner). Entries limited to 50 pilots with

ph: 049 213804 (w).

adv rating or int with inland experience, UHF radio,
parachute and databack camera, GPS is optional. HGFA
rules and scoring system applies plus local site rules.
Organisers will not provide mags or GPS co-ordinates.
1st Annual Tarago Competition

Easter 1998

Tarago, NSW

Tarago is situated nr Goulburn, less than 3 hrs drive from Canberra Hang Gliding Centre
Tove & Grant Heaney,
Sydney. The comp is .,?pen to all nov, int & adv pilots
with tow endorsements. Aero & ground towing will
be operated from a huge dry lake bed.

10 Skys ailor

ph: 048 494516.

~

Canadian PG Nationals 1997

~ WHGS 97 France
~ PWC 97 Morzine
~

US Paragliding Nationals

~WHGS97USA
~ PWC 97 Preddvor

2-4 Aug 97
7-17 Aug 97
12-17 Aug 97
16-23 Aug 97
21-27 Aug 97

Randy Parkin, ph: +403 2566869,

Mt. Seven, Golden, Address: 33 Shannon Circle SW, Calgary, Alberta,
BC, Canada

Canada T2Y 2A 1, Meet Director: Randy Parkin.

randy@keyinc.com

St Andre-Ies-

Entry fee: FF1,000. French Nationals and WHGS

Jean Marc Laporte,

Alpes, France

open to 60 other pilots.

ph: +33 0492027970.

Morzine,

Address: E. Monne, Office du Tourisme de Morzine -

Ph: +33 50 747272,

France

74110 Morzine, France.

fax: +33 50 790348.

King Mtn, Idaho

GW Meadows,

USA

ph: +1 9194803552, fax: 4800117.

Telluride,

Jim Zeiset,

USA

ph: +1 7195393900.

Preddvor,

Address: Ales Suster, Spica International paragliding

Ph: +386 61 1253263,

Slovenia

team - Siovenska 30, 61000 Lubljana, Slovenia.

fax: +33 50 790348.

Denizli (HG/PG),

HG: Denizli-Honaz Mountain, 6-21 Sept 97, PG: Denizli -

Ziato Vanic: Slovenia,

Aydin (ML),

Honaz Mountain, 6-21 Sept 97, ML: Aydin, 10-21 Sept 97.

ph/fax: +386 61222504.

Turkey

Full details on requirements, entry fees, procedures,

Ian Jarman, HGFA

registrations, travel arrangements through the HGFA.

ph: 069472888.

St Hilaire du

Incl. the International Free Flying Film Festival, the Salon

Office du Tourisme, 38660

~~ri

Touvet, France

d'icare manufacturers' Expo, the costumes and aerial

St Hilaire du Touvet, France, ph:

demonstrations and numerous other attractions.

33 4 76083399, fax: 33 4 76972056.

~ New Caledonia PG Open 1997 25 Oct-2 Nov 97

Ouazangou/

Address: New Caledonia League, PO Box 309

Bertrand Lacassin,

Dzumac, New

Noumea 98845.

ph: +0687 249009.

1st World Air Games 1997

26-31 Aug 97
6-21 Sept 97

~~ri
24th Icarus Cup

18-21 Sept 97

Cale"donia
~

NZ Hang Gliding Nationals

14-22 Feb 98

NZ

Andrew Stirling +035482959 or
Noel Tait, ph +03 5474174.

AIRCOTEC TOP NAVIGATOR
THERMAL GOGGLES? ... ALMOST!
The World First in-flight computer
for paragliders / hang gliders.
Fully integrated onscreen 128x128 dot
LCD graphics display.
Altimeter and Vario.
Built in GPS.
Thermal mapping.
Thermal centering.
Lapse rate / Climb rate.
Regular thermal sources.
FA! recognised barograph.
McCready speed to fly.
Speed over ground.
Wind speed and direction
at your altitude/final approach.
Polar curves and much more!
Hands free operation.
Easy to use. Only 600gm.
In car rapid charger
or 240Y. ·

It all begin
at the Roya
-<:.&::' ....

THE ..tAOY. L
•

anills

Welcome to THE ROYAL

-

the pub at

Manilla's heart. Our budget priced double and
single rooms are clean and quiet. We serve
hearty

breakfasts,

lunches

(cut

lunches

available), and dinners. Or treat yourself at ShanLee Restaurant - delicious seafood, steak and
chicken. Stop in on your next trip.
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Skyfloating XC League

Skyfloating in Oz
The Wills Wing "Falcon" Skyfloater gliders are now available in
Australia. From a purely fun, recreational point of view, the Falcon
is hard to fault. Light easy handling, coupled with good soaring
abilities, make it a joy to fly, whether in a conventional prone
harness or a seated paragliding harness.
Importer Adelaide Airsports use the Falcon extensively in
training: The 225 for tandems and the 195 for ground training.
Students are finding the Falcon user friendly, while instructors
report better student retention rates and less training days required.
The Falcon is available in 4 sizes, 140, 170, 195 and 225.
Adelaide Airsports sells new, used and demo Falcons along with
spare parts and accessories, including a special hang loop with
spreader which allows the Falcon to be flown with most modern
paragliding harnesses.
For more information contact Larry Jones in South Australia on
08 85563030, fax: 08 855741 13 or in NSW, phone Chris Boyce
on 042 949994.
Wills Wing Australia

In Britain, skyfloating has taken
off in a big way. It seems more
and more pilots are more
interested in the joy and skill
of hang gliding for fun than
the pressures of competition.
This season, the makers of the
Discovery, Offpiste Ltd, have
even initiated an annual British
XC League for skyfloaters, expected to be competitive in a fun way.
For more info check out the
web site at: ww.skyJloating.com

PWC News
The Italian PWC in Cornizzolo
was won by Peter Luethi on his
Nova proto. The 4th round in
China was won by Peter Brinkeby
(UK) on an Airwave XMX,
confirming his position as current
leader. Check the Piedrahita
webpage for current results:
http://dialspace.diaLpipex.com/
townlparade/abb99/sham/ •

NEW: Emergency
Locator Beacon
A pocket sized microlight ELB
is now available in Australia.
When activated, the
beacon will transmit a distress
signal on both 121.5 and 243
MHz which can be detected
by Cospas/Sarsat satellites and
over-flying aircraft monitoring
distress frequencies within
Australia, PNG or NZ. If you
are forced down in a remote
area, over land or sea, this little
unit may just save your life.
The MT310 is light
(175g) and small enough
(155mm) to fit in your pocket
and can transmit for a
minimum of 48 hours at full
power. The beacon comes
wi th a 5 year warranty and
is available from Ultralight
Flying Machines, ph:
03 9431 2131.
Ultralight Flying Machines

Tarago Competition

New lTV Intermediate

New low cost Airborne trike

Canberra Hang Gliding
Centre is organising a
competition open to all.
CHGC is situated at
Tarago, just past Goulburn
and less than 3 hours drive
from Sydney.
Novice, intermediate and
advanced pilots with tow
endorsements are welcome
to attend our 1st annual comp
over Easter 1998. We will
be using aero and ground
towing and have secured a
huge dry lake bed to operate
from , so watch this space
for more details.
For more info call
Canberra Hang Gliding
Centre on 048 494516.
Grant Heaney

After several successful seasons,
.the lTV development team has
replaced the popular Agena
intermediate glider with the new
Azimut.
The 28ni Azimut has been
certified in the Afnor Standard
class, while the 26 and 31 sizes
are currently completing
certification. The Azimut was
designed, with safety and
performance in mind, for the
pilot ready to step up from their
first wing.
Currently being developed is
the SKA, lTV's new high
performance glider, expected to
achieve Mnor performance
rating. The SKA replaces the
Astir and is aimed at XC pilots
and serious competitors.
Elgar Starkis, lTV

Airborne are about to release a new low cost 2-seater trike. The new
Edge 503X Wizardwill retail ex factory, ready to fly for $16,800.
A tug version, capable of towing hang gliders, ultralight gliders or
sailplanes will also be available below $18,000 ex factory. The price
tag makes it the lowest cost certified tug available and very affordable
for schools, clubs and associations. The new Wizard wing makes
this trike extremely versatile. The speed range allows aero towing of
low or high performance hang gliders and ultralight gliders or
sailplanes. The tug will also be available with the Rotax 582 engine.
With a 47kt (54mph) top speed and a slow landing speed of 28kt
(32mph), the Edge X Wizard combination should still satisfY trike
pilots who have a desire to travel cross-country. If necessary, the Edge
582X coupled with the high performance Edge wing will get you
there faster with a cruise speed of 55kt and a top speed of71kt. This
is the ultimate touring machine, with 48ltr (11 gallons) fuel capacity
and room to carry camping gear as well as another passenger.
The Edge series now features: Trailing front wheel with internal
drum brake, front and rear suspension, dear plastic 48ltr fuel tank,
white powder coated trike frame, a new cockpit design with improved
instrument vision ~d aerodynamics. The Edge and Wizard wings
are interchangeable. Australian Civil Aviation Certification pending.
For more information contact: Airborne on ph: 049 449199,

fax: 049 449395.
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Rob Hibbard, Airborne

Safety Officer Workshops in August:
19 August 1997
Sportsmans Hotel 81
Kildare Road
Blacktown
20 August 1997
The OLD Moyes Factory
saillofi 173 Bronte Rd,
Waverley
Both workshops will
commence at 7:30 pm
and all interested
pilots are welcome
to attend.
Craig WOrth
1997 NSW State Titl es
The results of the NSW State
Titles have changed since the
article published in the last
issue. The final results are:
Results
Jamie Cannon

3,388

2 lim Cummings

2,640

3 Nick Dillane

2,623

4 Craig Docherty

2,598

5 David Redman

2,555

6 Bruce Wynne

2,526

7 Glen Connor

2,525

8 Glen McLeod

2,503

9 Tsutomu Tomohiro

2,426

10 John Blain

2,278

Microlight Helmet Visor Safety Notice
Recently it has been noticed that the clear face visors used on trike
and ultralight helmets may come off in flight. However, since these
various helmets, including the UltraCom and Aerial Pursuit brands,
have been used by sport aviators for over a decade, the potential for
the visor to come off in flight appears to be a rare occurrence.
Although the risk may be low, the potential for the visor to come
off in flight in certain aircraft types needs to be allowed for. As one
of the retailers for this type of safety equipment, we recommend
the following:
1. Do not use a face shield or visor ifyou consider there to be a flight
safety risk if it came offin flight in the type ofaircraft you're flying.
2. Ifyou attach a visor using press studs, use glue on the metal studs
to secure it to the helmet. Do not use glue on any other part ofthe
helmet! A two part glue has been recommended to us which can
be removed again with a little care.
3. When fitting a visor, ensure that all studs have been completely
attached With this system it is always possible to have one
or more ofthe studs only partially fixed
4. Before flight, ensure the visor is down and locked in position.
Once pulled down, most visors will "lock" into place. If the visor
is raised during flight for any reason, make sure it is then reset
in the "down and locked" position.
5. Apply lock wire or a tie between the visor and the helmet.
Please contact the manufacturer or helmet importer for
Ultralight Flying Machines
additional information.

1/3 of Australians involved in organised physical activities

A

ccording to data released by
the Australian Bureau of
Statistics, nearly 6 million people
(1/3 of the population) participated in an organised sport or
physical activity (PA) in 1996.
62% of children aged
between 5 and 14 participated
in either school organised or
club organised sport or PA,
mainly swimming, basketball,
netball and soccer.
31 % of people 15 years and
over participated in organised
sport or PA. Most popular were
aerobiC5, golf, tennis and netball.
Age is a key factor in determining whether people undertake an activity, and if so, which
ones. In the 15-24 age group
the most popular activities were
aerobics, netball and basketball,
while for 45 years and over the

most popular activities were
lawn bowls and golf
These figures refer to
participation in organised sport
or PA, ie an activity which is
organised by a club, association
or school.
For each participant aged
15 and over it costs an average
of $652 to be engaged in
organised sport or PA. Most
popular activities were aerobics
($371), golf ($822), tennis
($307) and netball ($233).
These costs included membership fees, transport and weekly
fees, clothing, equipment and
other expenses.
The most expensive organised sport or PA for people
aged 15 and over were horse
riding ($1,833), motor
sports ($1,653), air sports

eg hang gliding, gliding
($1,301), ice/snow sports ($959)
and scuba diving ($958). In total,
participants spent $2.8 billion
on sport and PA in 1995-96.
In addition to organised sport
and PA, people may participate
on a social basis - without
belonging to a club, association
or school. Most popular social
sports and PAs were swimming,
fishing, cycling and weightlifting.
"Participation in Sport
and Physical Activities'~
provides national and state
details on over 40 organised
sport and PAs undertaken by
people aged 15 and over. It is
available from ABS bookshops.
This media release can also
be accessed on the Internet
at http://www.abs.gov.au •

New homologated
FAI world records
Hang Gliding - General
Speed over a 150km triangle:
44.68km/h.
Place: Hay, NSW (Aus),
Tomas Suchanek (CZR),
2/1/97.
Hang glider: Moyes Xtrali te
Previous World Record:
30.77km/h (Martin Henry,
15/7/95).
•

Provisional FAI records
Paragliders - Feminine
1. Speed over a 25km triangle:
13.8km/h.
Place: Plaine Joux (F), Fiona
Macaskill (UK), 9/6/97.
Paraglider: Airwave XMX.
Current World Record· None.
2. Speed over a 25km triangle:
18.98km/h.
Place: Revard, Savoie (F),
Isabelle Sigwalt (F), 18/6/97.
Paraglider: Advance Sigma.
Other claim pending:
13.80km/h (Fiona Macaskill,
9/6/97).
Hang Gliding - Female
1. Speed over a 150km triangle:
31.45km/h.
Place: Croydon, Hay, NSW
(Aus), Rosmarie Brams (D),
2/1/97.
Hang glider: Guggenmos
Bullet RCS.
Previous World Record· New.
2. Distance over a triangle:
167.2km.
Place: Croydon, Hay, NSW
(Aus), Nichola Hamilton
(UK),2/1/97.
Hang glider: Moyes SX4
Previous World Record:
114.1km Qudy Leden,
22/6/91).
•

Cancellation of record
claim
Hang Gliding - Female
Distance over a triangle:
167.2km
Place: Croydon, Hay, NSW
(Aus), Rosmarie Brams (D),
2/1/97.
Hang glider: Bullet RCS.
Current World Record·
167.2km (Nichola Hamilton,
2/1/97).
This claim does not supersede by
the required 1 % margin the
record set earlier on the same
day by Nichola Hamilton.
•
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pilots donned thermal underwear and headed to Manilla. As one
might expect, the thermals were in hibernation and the weekend
was spent practicing launching and landing techniques. It was good
experience, especially for those with little or no inland hours, and
shows up the different skill requirements for inland flying. OUf
thanks to Godfrey who is, as always, welcoming and has recently
put a lot of work into re-grading the track up Mount Borah to
almost highway standard.
Glen Salmon

Blue Mountains Hang Gliding Club
Blue Mountains, Northern Beaches and the Sydney club flew the
final round of the 96/97 interclub contest in the Hunter Valley on
the ANZAC weekend. Overall winner was NB with BM 2nd and
Sydney 3rd. NB's pilots /fle~well in ligh~ ? onditions to record a
number of good flights and were 4eserving~wihners of the contest.
The 1st round/;fllie4'97/98 ~i:ti'ttrclub wJ'\h~lCl",at sites Blackheath and west over the Queens Birthday ~eeken~. 6)ur club had
previously spent time ,wo.;pK1ng o"i1 ~tRe 0~e~s,:rarnp~,~9\I):1~e for a
more user ft:ie~dly l~unch. A 4m exiensr6~,was ;da~J't~,ramp
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We have a numbefof interestingevents · comfng~trp.
24 August 97 Family~~;(~,,*,
P~cniG
da)r
~Bhckh~ath~,'
•.t ll~S
M,
.,j"""
,U'.;;4.V\,I..!l"'i! _~.t'A£1'4j ..
26 August 97 Par~chutea~p}0Jbmer{if:~ght,", :J'I;l<¥sday afte~; meeting)
SeptembA
Visit"to Bu'i-e~~rM~te~ol~gy ca~e to cofne)
4-6 October Flying weekend in Canberra area
If you are interested in attending any events or club meetings
please contact the club representatives listed in the back of Skysailor.
Graeme Garlick
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Bathurst Queen's Birthday C01f!P~
.,.r
Saturday: ~espefate for a 'flap, 36' pilotS'lrom the Blue Mountains,
Sydney and Nonhetn Beaches cltib,s
down'"the recently
extended Mt Ovens ramp. Conditions looked excellent: a good
15kt westerly and a 12k]n Cloud street headirig to~ards Orange.
Organisers Mark Robinson 'and Graeme Garlick decided to try out
their new contest scoring system: Pilot endurance ~ 'Who can fly
the longest, avoiding"sailplanes and light ain;:raft .IIt sub zero
temperatures? Pilot skill- Let's go over the bac~, -flying over forests
and through huge rotors. Mad Dog II, Warren Warwick, emerged a
clear winner, was first to the pub for rum, followed by a run in with
the Bathurst Hell's Angels in the early hou~s of Sunday morning.
Sunday, Comp Director's rest day: Sofala, a town where men are
men and goats hide. Great site, but no wind, no thermals, big high
on top. Most pilots rushed off to Ovens: Great site; no wind, no
thermals, big high on top. The rest of us enjoyed a guided tour
around the famous goat rooters house and the old gold and junk
collectors town, Sofala. Followed .by the inaugural Derick Lotter
"boy look at that style" 10 pin bowling compo
Monday, Comp Director's rest day: Blackheath ~ned on an
excellent mid-winter's ther.malling day. Dave per.r.eir:a le_a ato cloud
base, followed by fellow NB pilot, Gil Kaltenbacll. Well!'done boys.
To celebrate the winter solstice, an intrepid bunch of our paraglider

·ran
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Victorian HG and PG Association AGM
The VHPA will be holding its AGM on Tuesday 17 August 97 at
7:30pm. The venue is the Vine Hotel, Wellington Street,
Collingwood, ph: 03 94172434. Food and drinks of all kinds will
be available and just as importantly - a Door Prize. Yes, one of the
lucky attendees will walk away with a free Garmin GPS worth
several hundred bucks just for attending and being a good voter. So
make a note in your diaries today and make sure you come along to
make your voice heard in the future directions of the VHPA. For
more details contact me on 03 87705770. Or just turn up.
Jeremy Torr

Cairns HG Club
The Gillies comp is to be on the weekend 20-21 September 1997,
as chosen by competitors. Last year, we were all grateful for the
wonderful camping facilities at the Genazzano Centre, Powley Rd
(the next road after Boar Pocket Rd). The relaxed, beautiful waterside setting suitably complemented our flying activities. It's a great
family picnic spot and has hot showers and even canoes available.
On the f/yingfront: Trevor, Ian and Garry went for a 'laundromat' trip to Lakeland Downs. For hours they persisted through a
torrential downpour and their efforts were rewarded when the
storm abated. All had good flying in not very special conditions,
with Ian clocking up 31/2 hours ''At the right time this place would
be just magic!"
There has been good flying at the Rex too. Ian and Garry got to
3,500ft on the way to Port Douglas, and Russell got 3,700ft over
the Bowl. Talking of height, Paul's Parachuting are offering a $20
discount special on a'tandem skydive from 8,000ft for $178.
Ph: 359666 or 0419 741184.
Peter Pan and Wendy are a very kind couple with a beautiful
home right on the beach at Collaroy on Sydney's north shore.
At tilllesthey are hosts to someone whose health is in need of a
complete rest in their peaceful setting. Once, their visitor was a
fairly elderly lady who'd had a breakdown in health. However, with
afternoon rests she began to recover. So it was, that her hosts were
quite taken aback at afternoon tea when she suddenly announced:
''A funny thing happened to me just now. I had awaken and was
sitting on my bed when a man flew past my window." "Oh dear,"
thought the couple, "She's slipping." Investigations proved
otherwise: The wind had changed at Long Ree£ Dee Why and
one pilot had opted for a very long downwind glide past the
recovering patient's window.
Lance Keough, Secretary

It's the Pilot that reaLLy makes the Difference!
Geoff Dossetor ·
Hans Thornander

1st Canadian Nationals
2nti Canadian Speed Gliding Competition
2nd Swedish Nationals
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PO Box 42, Redhead NSW 2290
Ph: 049 449 199, Fax: 049 449 395
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a sad date 61[ man1[ ot us. On thls da1[, ttzlends and
tamllles lost tJ1JO J1JeU lOlled pilots ttzom outz tzanks.
/I1atzk d-{eUletz, ttzom the ;\Jotzthetzn Eeaches clu6, and
1\lchatzd /21[s, ttzom the Sunshlne Coast and Canun~tza
clu6s, J1JlU 60th 6e mlssed and atze honoutzed In the toUoJ1Jln~
messa~es ttzom theltz ttzlends.

With ~tzeat gadl1egg
we report that our friend ,and fellow
pilot, Mark Hellier, died on Sunday,
15 June 1997.
Mark had been battling cancer
of the pancreas since diagnosed in
January this year.
At its June meeting, our club held
a dinner to thank Mark for his efforts
and contribution's over the years and
to present him with a certificate of
appreciation. Unfortunately, Mark was
taken into hospital on the same day
and was unable to attend. Regina
Bohler, his flying buddy, accepted the
certificate on Mark's behalf
Mark contributed enormously to
the Northern Beaches and other local clubs and had produced a
Northern Beaches newsletter for many years. With the advent of the
internet he conducted several "Hang Gliding on the Internet"
instructional nights at the university and had only recently organised
a water landing night for which many pilots will be grateful.
Mark was an unassuming person with a lovely nature, always
ready to help and encourage other pilots. He will be sorely missed
on the hill. We wish him well on his final flight, may his body rest
and his soul soar.

'R-icha tzd

I! If g took off from Tamborine Mountain on

Sunday, 15 June 1997, for a great couple of hours flying. After top
landing and socialised with his mates, he went home and lovingly
placed his glider and harness in its rack, as he had done regularly for
the past 25 years. He went to church and while walking home
suffered a fatal heart attack.
At 59, Dick was a very experienced and competent pilot with an
athletic ability and physique, men half his age envied. I enjoyed
Dick's tales of the early days whenever he stopped by for a cup of tea
at my tent during the Rainbow Beach competition. He was one
of the originals in hang gliding, having built and flown his own
prototypes made from timber and fabric and often getting his
experience the hard way, because no one then knew any better.
Dick regularly attended club meetings and never missed an
opportunity to fly. He was a quiet and unassuming man, a gentleman.
As often happens in life, we didn't realise how much we respected and
appreciated him until we lost him.
You made many, many friends in hang gliding, Dick, and we will
remember you always.
Following is part of the eulogy, written and beautifully presented at
the funeral service, by Dick's daughter, Shelley de Courcy Lys.

On

/I1u'l'laL[ Cha'lte'ls,
behal~ o~ the Canun~'la and Sunshine Coast J-{0 ClUbS
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2ulo~1f otz 'RLchatzd /!1fS
Born on 15 September 1937, Richard Lys
died on 15 June 1997, aged 59. Into those
years he squeezed more than a lifetime of
experiences and achievements.
One of eight children and son of a British
Army officer, Richard lived his early years in
India. He emigrated to Australia with his family,
aged 11 and at 15 he joined the Army as an
apprentice carpenter and served 23 years as
a soldier, like his father and grandfather. He
wasn't necessarily a great student but an excellent
tradesman. Painstakingly meticulous, he never did less than his best.
Richard was a great athlete, a champion diver and an expert
gymnast. To the day he died, he was wonderfully fit and maintained
a great physique and almost excellent health. He was rarely sick.
He met his wife, Carmel, whilst ice-skating and literally swept
her off her feet. They celebrated their 39th wedding anniversary last
week. Eight children wc:re born to them and Richard was a firm but
fair father. He was attentive and affectionate, with a bizarre sense of
humour which he passed on to us all.
I remember the family outings, the camping trips, the toys he
made for us - swings in trees, monkey bars, trampolines, cubby
houses - and Dad being the biggest kid of all.
Richard loved his hang gliding. The whole family was exposed to
the terror of his homemade prototypes in the early days and many a
family outing was focussed on this pursuit. Flying his hang glider was
almost a spiritual activity. He loved to be at one with the birds and he
seemed to have an uplifted soul when he talked about his latest flight.
Richard was a frugal man. After all, he had to feed his children on
a corporal's wage. A man of principle, he never changed and today, he
wears his one and only suit - the same one he wore to his daughter
Jacqui's wedding last week, and the same one he has had for 30 years.
He would have liked it that way.
Dad went the way he would have liked to go. He said only a few
days ago that we were all masters of our own destiny. On his last day
on this earth he had a wonderful day hang gliding. Over the past
week he saw a daughter's wedding, a grandson's christening, a reunion
of old work mates - life was good when he decided to depart it.
Richard died walking home from that other most important
element in his life - his church. He would have hated to grow old.
He wanted to go quickly. He never wanted to be a burden. He would
have been embarrassed to see so much fuss being made of him now,
but from your family and friends, Richard, we love you, we miss you,
and your life on this earth is an inspiration to us all. We know that
you have now found true peace.
SheUeL[ de COU'lcL[ /2L[s ( dau~hte'l)

A solution to line failures
A month ago, the French hang gliding federation voiced concerns
about line failures after 2 fatal accidents involving microlines.
Today I bring up the issue again because one of our young
Austrian competition pilots also lost his life recently in a training
flight in Styria.
In good thermal conditions he circled 100m above a mountain
peak when turbulence deformed 1/3 of his canopy. Although this
situation is quite usual, on reopening the paraglider, with whatever
method he used, the microlines snapped from one side to the other,
leaving the pilot with no chance. The safety chute unfortunately
tangled with the rest of the paraglider lines and did not open.
Manufacturers still require competition pilots to fly with gliders
whose materials do not fulfil regular stability requirements, only
to increase performance. To be competitive in international
competitions, pilots are forced to fly such gliders.
Last year I pushed to eliminate such unsafe equipment from
our national championships. Of course there were big protests
from manufacturers and from the top ranking pilots. It seems
that no one wanted to loose the advantage for the sake of safety.
International concerns about our restrictions were also reported.
A minimum standard within national German and Austrian
law was created last year after long discussions between all parties
concerned. A special test certification for hang gliders and
paragliders now gives manufacturers the opportunity to test with
a minimum of stability standards, including arithmetical evidence
of static stability, before final certification, and competition pilots
can legally fly these gliders.
This isn't the answer to technical safety demands in our sport,
minimum standards are too low for unusual manoeuvres.
We continuously talk about the lack of PR for our sport, the
bad image we have with the public and the effort we have to go
to to attract more young people to join our sport. We cannot
encourage them to participate in our events, while at the same
time forcing them to fly unsafe gliders.
Countries could easily tighten their legal requirements to
enforce the use of fully certified gliders, but of course this would
disadvantage pilots from these countries in international
competitions. For the safety of our pilots we should react
internationally within CIVL, requiring a safe common technical
standard. I request everyone concerned to support the following
recommendations to CIVL for the sake of safety in hang gliding
and paragliding:
1. Installation ofa Technical Committee to monitor the safety

aspects in hang gliding and paragliding competitions.
2. The immediate ban of microlines on paragliders for all
international competitions) effective at the next World Championship
Sepp Himberger, Austria
in Spain.
In Italy we are also aware of the problem: So far in 1997 two
accidents concerning line failures have been reported to the FIVL
Safety Commission. Fortunately none of these involved pilot
injuries because the rescue parachutes worked properly in both
cases. Both wings were equipped with prototype microlines and
didn't conform with certified canopies of the same commercial name.
As a federation we are trying to push all pilots to fly only
certified canopies. In lower level regional championships, only the
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use of certified canopies is allowed and this rule is strictly applied.
After each race not only the ten top classified wings are checked,
but random controls on all competitors are made.
At the same time we are encouraging higher level pilots to fly
safe wings. This year in Italy the first national contest for Standard
Class canopies (for top level pilots) will be held and special prizes
are reserved in each regional level competition to the first classified
Standard wing.
This will give more importance to the pilot rather than the
extreme wmg.
Franco Baccara, Italian Federation
I have placed the microlines issue on our next comps committee
agenda with a view toward not allowing them in Australian comps
next season. The HGFA Operations Manager is also reviewing our
airworthiness standards and operating procedures in view of this
problem, to check that as an organisation we are not inadvertently
encouraging the use of such competition modifications.
Our CIVL delegate will be presenting all details to our safety
and competitions committees at their next meeting.
Ian Jarman, HGFA

leg strap fatalities
Two paragliding pilots died in less than two months in Italy because
they forgot to fasten the leg straps of their harnesses before take-off
Both were experienced pilots. In both cases they were unable
to reach a seated position after taking off and were only held by
the chest strap. They could only maintain this position for a few
minutes after which they free fell for several hundreds meters to
the ground. Death was immediate.
Tests and simulations have been performed in order to
understand the problem and it has been noticed that:
• This hanging position is critical for the pilot: The chest strap
presses against throat and neck, the harness seat pushes at
shoulder height and the rigid protection exerts pressure onto
the back of the helmet.
• Most of the pilots submitted to the simulation test could
maintain this position for less than two minutes.
• It's unlikely that a normal pilot could do anything to reach a
seated position or even to change the uncomfortable position
he finds himself in.
• Attempts to use weightshift movements to change flight
direction became extremely difficult.
• Even with extreme effort this position could not be held for
more than a few minutes because of loss of blood circulation to
the arms. After such time the pilot is likely to lose all muscles
control in his arms.
After 2 fatalities) solutions have to be found to prevent such accidents:

•

•
•

Pilots need to be aware ofthe great risk ofneglecting to fasten
legs straps and use an adequate system ofpreflight checks before
every flight.
New safety devices should be added to harnesses.
A procedure could be developed to deal with such situations.
Franco Baccara, Italian Federation

HGFA Bulletin 34
This bulletin is now available from club secretaries and covers:
• Board vote on Sports Momentum Proposal
• HGFA industry meeting on hang gliding participation
• Minutes of ASAC and HGFA Board meeting
• Outcome ofP. Wilsons appeal against HGFA
• Notice ofHG}"'A Board election procedures
• Reporting Points from CASA

FAI Certificate of Conformance for Flytec 4030 and
Ball Graphics Comp barographs

Secretary: Noel Whittall (UK) started hang gliding in 1973 and still
flies them, although he mainly flies paragliders now. Noel has been
chairman of the British HG Association (BHGA). Secretary of
CIVL since 1986, he is also chairman for the CIVL Sporting
Code (Section 7) sub-committee. He has published several books
on the sport.
Treasurer: Jim Bowyer (UK) has been flying hang gliders for 22
years and still feels as enthusiastic about the sport as he did when
he started. He has been professionally involved in the sport as an
instructor, manufacturer, test pilot and for several years as meet
director for the British HG League. Jim is the UK's alternate
delegate to CIVL and a member of the BHPA's Executive Council
with special responsibility for competitions.

Flytee 4030, Software version 2960. Manufactured by: Flytec)
Ebenaustrasse 8a) CH-6048 HORW, Switzerland Method ofcase
sealing: 2 tamper proofseals over screw holes. Restrictions: 0-8)300m)
-20°C to +50°C
Ball Graphics Comp, Software version 2.7. Manufactured by: Ball
Variometers Inc) 7595 O'Dell Place) Suite C, Boulder Colorado 80301
USA. Method ofcase sealing: 2 tamper proofseals over screw holes.
Restrictions: 0-6, 096m) -20°C to +50°C
The above barograph conforms with FAl-CIVL requirements
and flight record printouts made by the instrument will be accepted
as barographic evidence of flight performances in support of FAl
record and badge claims in Class 0 airs ports (hang gliders and
'paragliders), pfovidedthat the,.iI1strumencwas used in accordance
with ille"'relevant sections of the FAl Sporting Code and that the
official observer-procedure was followed.
Per Arne Soldal, FAl chairman

CIVl Scoring Changes

Many pilots wonder who the person;):iti@s involved in CIVL
(Commission Internationale de Vol Libre) are. It may corneas a
surprise to learn that they are all first and foremost pilots who are
enthusiastic about advancing our sports in the international arena.
As volunteers they are not paid for their time, workanUthe
knowledge they give willingly for the benefit of all hang gl"der and
paraglider pilots around the world.
CIVL is part of the FAl (Federation Aeronautique Internationale)
and responsible for the international aspects of hang gliding and
paragliding. CIVL is headed by a 'Bureau' of elected officers, made ,
up of a president, 4 vice presidents, a secretary aneLa tteasurer.
The current 'Bureau' consists of.
f
President: Per Christian Daehlin (Norway) i a mem er of CM
since 1989 and president for the last 4 )kears. He flie/ hang gliders
and paragliders and is a partner in oure of Norway.'s leading hang
gliding and paragliding schools. He has initiated many projeGts~to
strengthen the structure of CIVL, including the intmduction f
the International Pilot Proficiency Identification (rPPI1 caras.
Vice Presidents: Olivier Burghelle (France) has been inv6lvedt~n hang
gliding since 1982 and paragliding since 199;1 as a.cnmpetition pilot
and instructor. He became involved in the Flendi Federation (FijVL)
in different functions, chaired the French HG Compeft'ions ~
Commission, acted as meet director at the 19~f).A European He;
Championships and the 1995 Class 2 Wofld Championships' and is
also president of the PWC Association, vice, president of E~ope
Airsports, French delegate to CIVL and vic~ president of <LASI !
(FAl-Air Sport General Commission).
Per Jutemar (Sweden), from Stockholm, nas flown paragliders
since 1989 and was on the Swedish national team 92-96. He, is a
PG instructor, on the Board of the Swedish PG Association"
became alternate delegate for Sweden in 1994 and is the newest ~
bureau member, elected as vice president in 1997.
Dennis Pagen (USA), most famous for his text books on
flying and flying weather, he has been one of the leading experts
since the early days of hang gliding. He is currently President of
the World HG series and chairman of the ~IVL Working Group
for Class Definition.
Howard Travers (UK) has been flying paragliders since 1989
and is one of the driving forces behind British paragliding. He has
competed in the British PG championships since 1991, served 4
years as chairman of the British Competitions Committee, has been
a member of several British teams, as well as team manager, and
founded the highly successful British PG Cup. As the UK delegate
to CIVL, he was elected a vice president in 1995 and is chairman
for the CIVL Paragliding Competitions sub-committee.

"

Changes adopted at the recent,J~IVL Ple~~ meeting will ;£fect
scoring at Category ~ t Gompetitions.
The GAP scoring system . ~~ ,=
The GAB scoring system !i{leveloped for some years and used in
many n;}tional and international competitions, has been adopted
for all F)\IiCIVL C~pionships. To keep up with our advancing
sports the GAp-scoring system will remain under constant scrutiny
and develol?juetlt: q;:here,.will be a need for occasional modifications,
how~v;er; 'i~ order to maintain c0nsistency of the scoring system
mr~ughout a S€aso~, these modifications will be made on an
'\
annual basis.
CIVL would like to thank Gerolf Heinrichs, Angelo
Crapanzano and Paul Mollison (from whose initials the name was
born!)l or the development of this scoring system, as well as the
V for their support with a generous donation of 50% of the
elopment costs.
It is hoped that an increasing number of Category 2 events
will adopt this scoring system and to encourage competition
Qrganisers to use it, CIVL will make the complete system available
on the internet at http://www.fai.org/ .-'fai/han~glidingl
}/um6e:r. ofPilots contributing to Team Scores
To date, team scores fo£ pilots at Category 1 events have been
calculatecLby adding together the scores of the highest 3 pilots of
each nationali1:y in each task. This has now been amended to:
The number 'Ofpilots counting towards the team score will be
50% of the!mnximum team size, rounded up to the nearest
w1Jole number~wlth a minimum of3 (i. e. Team size (TSj: 4, Pilots
scor(ngfor team (PST): 3. TS 51PST 3) TS 61PST 3) TS 71PST 4,
TS 81PST
4.,t etc')' ',
1
This rule ~ilt come into effect at the next Hang Gliding World
CRam ionshi s, held in Australia, January 1998.
w._
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Who's who in CIVl
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" II IVlr' nd PWCA Co-operation
O'Uvier Burghelle, President of the PWCA (Paragliding World Cup
Association), was elected as Vice President of CIVL (Commission
Internationale de Vol Libre) cementing the relationship the two
bodies have developed even further.
7 am very pleased to have been elected as Vice President of CIVL

and extremely optimistic for the foture ofparagliding now that CIVL
and the PWCA are working in close co-operation for the advancement
ofour sport in the world-wide arena ): announced Olivier Burghelle.
PWC competitions now have FAl Category 2 sanctioning and
the results count towards the new FAlICIVL Pilot Ranking Scheme.
In addition, the PWCA is promoting the first FAl World Air Games
in Turkey to all PWCA pilots, strongly recommending participation.
For those wanting more information on either CIVL or the
PWC email: info@jai.orgorfescriba@cyberaccessfr or
http://wwwfai.orgj,-fai/han~liding

Sarah Fenwick, CIVL PR Co-ordinator
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To all NSW pilots in the HGFA

A proposal for a ne\N NSWHGA
rior to 1991 , the HGFA was an Association of States with one
delegate from each state. Size did not matter. Tasmania, with
less than 10 members, had the same representation on the HGFA
Executive Board as NSW, with 1,5 00 members, Victoria and
Queensland, with about 1,000 members each, all paying
corresponding amounts into the HGFA coffers. To increase their
voice on the Executive Board, the larger states were permitted to split,
or as someone said bifurcate, into regions. They were now represented
by two members each, bringing the imbalance down to only 500 or
75 0 to one. Since then "One Man - One Vote" was introduced
nationwide a couple of years ago and the need for regions disappeared.
It has now been proposed that NSW re-groups as one Association
instead of three (the Northern and Southern Regions and the
NSWHGA), with an Executive of ten hangies, danglers and trikies,
a President, a Vice, a Treasurer and a Secretary (as required by law),
and six pilots handling specialised functions such as novice pilot
support, inter-club activities, site development and getting the best
out of our links with the HGFA.
All member who would like to contribute and work with this
new committee, either in a particular field or generally, are more
than welcome. This would spread the load, open up the skies with
new ideas and activities and give everyone who's interested a say in
what is going on.
The matter has been discussed in detail with the NSW Department of Fair Trading who wrote and administers the "Model Rules
for the Incorporation of Associations" under which we operate, and
they are in full agreement. When it comes to the crunch, the NSW
Minister for Sport and other government agencies will only deal with
the NSW Association, particularly in legal, planning and financial
assistance matters. An interim committee drawn from the Northern
Beaches, the Blue Mountains, the Illawarra, the Michelago, the
Sydney clubs and the HGFA, who attended the seminar on 24 June,
will start the ball rolling and get a working program going before
the start of the up-coming flying season. The raising, allocating and
accounting of all funds will be a prime consideration but will not
delay getting other things done as quickly as needed.
Please attend the NSWHGA General Meeting to voice your
opinion and decide on the future of our association. You can
phone or fax Steve Hocking on 02 9327 4025, email
nswhga@s054 .aone.net.au

P

NSWHGA General Meeting
Saturday, 16August 1997, 8:30am, Old Moyes Factory Loft
All NSW members of the HGFA or their representatives are
hereby invited to attend this special meeting of the NSWHGA
to decidel. whether we should adopt the proposal of 4 July 1997 to reunite the NSWHGA as one body instead of three;
2. whether we should amend our title to the NSW Hang Gliding
& Paragliding Association (NSW HGPA) - our numbers
are rapidly becoming eqLlal and there is considerable cross
dressing already;
3. whether we should formally apply for affiliation with the
HGFA as the NSW HGPA and be covered by their
constitutional and operational structures;
4. the functions of any new Executive - a President, Vice
President, Treasurer and Secretary are required under the
Model rules, plus at least three other members. Special issues
like novice pilots, inter-club activity, site development,
rounding up new members and working with· the HGFA
are of immediate interest;
5. the election of office bearers; and
6. what our operational plan for the next three years (for
submission to the NSW State Government for their
consideration) should be.
The meeting is expected to run all day.
Steve Hocking, Secretary NSWHGA

M.A.R.Y.I.N.
The weatherman that never sleeps.
Real time weather conditions for Merewether
(Newcastle) and Stanwell Park, broadcast
24 hours a day.

Stop Press • Stop Press

COMING SOON!

Phone
and enter pin nUIihQ",er 166 upon request.
,"

Due to customer demand:

The new Floater series
The Airborne Floater 197 is due to be reLeased in
September 1997.
PiLots wiLL soon have access to a Light weight, fun to fly
gLider that wiLL take the stress out of flying and fulfil
those SkyfLoating dreams. '

AirBQm~

FOR SERIOUS 'REfREATION

PO Box 42, Redhead NSW 2290, Ph: 049 449 199, Fax: 049 449 395
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Call cost $2. 00 Telads. Higher from mobile and public phones.

Landing Techniques
MARTYN YEOMANS

any years ago, I flew off Bucklands Gap near Murmungee
lookout, in NE Victoria, and had a half hour or so in light
thermal conditions. I set up a landing in a flat open
paddock, about 2 k's out from the ridge. I lost a bit of height over
a dam and floated down into a light headwind which became nonexistent below about 50ft. Too late I noticed a fence about 70-80m
ahead. I wasn't high enough to be sure of floating over it, but I was
too low to pull on speed and push out at the last minute to clear it.
The inevitable happened and I ended up with two bent downtubes.
A year or two later, I was in the bomb-out paddock below Mt
Emu, in very light to nil conditions when this GTR came screaming
down. The pilot ground effected a metre or so above the ground,
heading straight towards a fence about GO-70m away. Just before
the fence, he eased out, cleared it, eased in a little and did a perfect
landing! Between these two incidents I have learned a great deal
more about landing and have never damaged a glider since.
Following are some suggested remedies you may want to apply
to your own landing techniques to avoid ever getting caught out.

M

Prepare yourself

Generally, once committed to a landing, it's hard to change your
mind. By comparison, you can stand on the hill all day waiting for
conditions to be "just right" before taking off, but once you miss
that vital thermal or the wind drops off, you must land. Sometimes
you won't be fully prepared and at other times the landing area will
be less than ideal.
The answer is to fully prepare for the landing as soon as possible.
I usually visualise what I'm going to do while I'm making circuits over
the LZ. Turn the radio off, the vario down and unzip your harness
early. You call then give your full concentration to the approach and
actual landing.
, Consider wind gradient and turbulence

Especially in a high performance
glider, it's easy to underestimate
your final upwind leg. Whether
the prevailing wind is 8 or 20kt,
it will be lighter as you get closer
to the ground, due to the
wind gradient.
Another factor to consider
is terrain induced turbulence,
especially if the wind is, say,
10kt plus. Give yourself the
maximum amount of "runway"
from the downwind boundary,
whether that be a fence, line of
trees, roan, etc. It doesn't matter
if you have to carry the glider
an extra 20 or 30m - that's far
better than hitting something
or having to land on uneven
ground because you overshot.

lhe author aerotows behind love Heaney at larago.

Don't fly too slowly

Many pilots float in
@@oD~~ ,
'
at minimum sink and
OO@/ @O@Wooo ,
flare too high. I have
I
I
seen numerous pilots
/ 'VWint;t ,
drop a nose or tip
quite badly as a conaT and
Still :hig~
slow
sequence of making
I
I
their final approach
I
at a low glide angle
and low speed.
If you land this,
way, you will tend
to only adjust your speed through the wind gradient to maintain
minimum sink and then not have enough reserve inertia to make
a positive flare. Also, by coming in high you're more likely to stall
a bit too high, leading to dropping the nose or tip.

,

",."'"
,

,

5 peed is safety
I prefer to dive in
from above 50ft agl
and ground effect
with my feet tucked
'"
Wind
Dive to 16se
half up, hands on
I
,height and
,I
increase
the downtubes,
I
airspeed
I
about a metre above
I
,
i
,
\
the ground.
~
.",..,... ..... ,
\
_......
\
As Ian Jarman
I
once recommended:
"You should ease the
bar out a little as you
slow down, but not so much as to start climbing." When you're in
ground effect, your stall speed will be a bit slower than in a high
approach. As soon as the bar out pressure does not cause the nose
to rise, you should use what Dennis Pagen described as a "crescendo
flare", where the push out increases in intensity as forward
momentum slows. Depending on wind strength, you push the bar
up/out, drop your feet down and either stop or talze a few steps n
to run the landing out.
~
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al~av~ drea ,

,of P~~du~i.n,g ,his
He finally decided to bite the bullet ,and took

a year, off work to do just ~hat.
After spending six months and

a c.onsid-

erable part of his own savings, the project
was compl~t~. The re$ult
is a book which
,""
""

'

,.-

,

win appeal, not only to'pilotsi out to anyone
who appreciates the art of landscape photo-~'
gtaphy. It is a collection of superb colo~r

'

images of the Alps in which paraglide..s play
a gre~ter or lesser part, as often a contrast to
the landscape as a focal point in itself. The '
pictures are accompanied by text from Swiss
author, Alexandre Kobel. Despite his ~ang
gliding career having lasted just 25 minutes,
back in 1986, he manages to convey the
thoughts of the pilot! photographer very well.
"Airborne" is a high quality colour
production, capturing the spirit and serenity
of paragliding beautifully.

C>ne Ridge Too
ROBERT BIRD

Monday, 23 December 1996 was a day to remember.

hurts and it won't move when I tell it to, i~ just dangles. What to do?
I had just completed an epic (for me) two hour ridge soar west of
Get in the best possible position for help, stabilise the leg and wait.
Flinders launch in 12-15kt S-SE seabreezes. I returned to launch to
I needed to get into a position where I could be sporred from the
check if my dad had arrived yet. He would be itching for a fly and
cliff top or by someone coming around the rocks. I knew Phil was at
he needed to borrow my gear. Sure enough, he was there.
the Cairns Bay carpark and I hoped he'd come searching before long,
While he set up, we both listened to Jeremy Torr talk about flying
only any long is too long - I'm hurting. I checked out my options:
from Flinders to Cairns Bay. He explained how to get down there,
I could crawl up the beach towards some flotsam to splint the leg,
what to look out for, where to find good lift generators, such as a
sit where I was or head towards the water and do some rock sirring
bowl at the Blow Hole, and he also cautioned about rotor conditions
where I would be more visible from the cliff top. Although the tide
at various points and how to avoid them. All in all, an excellent brief.
was on the turn, the rock I had my eye on was quite big and should
While dad disappeared down the coast, I borrowed my brother
be safe for some time. So, I headed off.
Phil's wing to follow behind. Phil had
By using my right arm as the
decided to take the car to Cairns Bay
prime mover and holding my bad
Never
fly
alon~
~
ever!
.
and retrieve us if necessary.
leg as best I could with my left
radio
ilidfi
Even
the
police
helicopter
Away I went in buckets of lift.
hand, I shuffled over the rocks,
cliff
line,
so
don't
depend
on
¥@ur,
With a 15kt SE wind, the trip down
while the puncture wound bled and
to
save
the
daY:
.
"
the coast was enjoyable and I topped
the bones wobbled about and
up my height before crossing to the
grated against each other. A few
Blow Hole bowl. Just as Jeremy had
choice words accompanied the
said, I ran into a "gusher", which
situation. Eventually, I made it and
took me back up to a good height
elevated my broken leg on a rock
from where I could see Phil in the
for support. I stayed thus until a
Blow Hole carpark watching me.
wave broke up on my waist, then
Dad was over on the Cairns Bay
I struggled up further. Using my
bluff and I worked my way towards
left arm as a splint for the broken
him, gave him a "hoy'" and continued
leg, my left hand to apply pressure
on towards Cairns Bay. I had done it!
to the open wound and my right
Flinders to Cairns Bay. Things were
arm to support the lower broken
.0", you will need to
looking rosy and the cliffs to the west
limb, I made myself as comfortable
Q.
~
l1a~I!1.
Be
p,
F
epared
with
a
map
grid
as possible and waited on.
were beckoning. Did I have enough
How much time had passed
height to cross the gap? Yes, more
(')me~ne wait at the closest road to direct
I do not knOw. Eventually I heard
than enough and besides, I could
v($hides
this
will
save
valuable
time.
a shout from the cliff top. Phil had
always top up once over there. As I
sporred me on the rock, but only
topped up at the bluff, I had a niggle:
realised it was me after walking
Was I just maintaining height or was ,
around further to see the glider up against the cliff base. He asked
I OK to go? Enthusiasm won out and I went, reaching the other side
if I was OK and I yelled back: "Compound leg fracture. Can't move.
at about 2/3 of the way up the cliff face, no worries. Zooming around
Get a helicopter."Phil understood enough of my ravings to run back
the first bluff, I prepared for the lift up the next face, but nothing
up to the cliff top and punch in "000" into his mobile phone to get
happened. Hang on, where's the lift? Oh sh ... ! I'm in a SE prevailing
some serious help.
wind flying along predominantly SW working ridges towards my SE
His major problems were patchy mobile coverage and pinpointing
.'
facing ridge and losing height!
my position for the Emergency Services. After watching a police car
I assessed my options and decided to turn back towards Cairns
and ambulance twice drive into and leave the Cairns Bay carpark
Bay, but soon found I wasn't able to penetrate sufficiently to make my
1km away, Phil drove into Flinders and used a payphone to provide
way back around the bluff. A bomb-out on the rocky beach below
the Melways grid reference. That worked. A police car was waiting
was the only option left. I set up for a slightly crosswind landing on
for him when he returned and the police helicopter swooped
some very large pebbles. Out of the harness - possibly a little high overhead and ducked immediately over to my position.
time to flare - what the f. .. ? All of a sudden, I was picked up and
sent flying straight towards the cliff base. This was going to hurt Help, and not a moment too soon.
BANG! As I impacted the unforgiving cliff, my lower left leg suddenly
The high pitched whine of the chopper was music to my ears.
went at right artgles to its upper member - followed by silence. "
I had considered m?ving to higher ground once the tide became
unmanageable.
Sitting in my harness, I mentally ran over my DRABC.
In a space not designed for a helicopter, the pilot expertly
Yes, one lower left leg compound fracture but nothing else at this
put down to unload two paramedics, then backed off and waited.
stage. Can I move? Absolutely. So what next? Off with the helmet,
This became dangerous as my glider was pulled into the air by
out of the harness and move away from the equipment. Man, this leg
',-
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the down draught of the rotor hitting the ground and moved up the
cliff face. I had visions of the glider and attached harness being
shredded by the blades and creating a very nasty situation for the
pilot. Thankfully, the glider settled and the chopper moved away.
Meanwhile, the paramedics had stumbled out to me and started
the rescue. After a couple of jabs of morphine, the three of us slowly,
painfully and awkwardly made our way back towards the glider. We
eventually reached a position where the guys could try to get me onto
a stretcher. I sat with my broken leg propped on the good one as a
splint S~lpport while the paramedics called in the chopper, got out
their equipment and assembled the stretcher.
While I was waiting, a bigger wave hit me and washed my broken
leg off the other one. My foot pointed at right angles to the upper leg
- talk about agony, and I was on morphine! Just as the guys got the
stretcher to me, two more policemen arrived. They had walked/swum
around the rocks from Cairns Bay and now helped to carry me to
a suitable winching point. In the hope that my gear wouldn't be
abandoned, I asked the two to pack the glider into the bag kept
inside the harness. Fortunately the guys quickly worked out that the
glider could be dismantled and stuffed into the carry bag and my
gear, including a slightly torn and worn glider, was thankfully saved.
I was winched up to the helicopter and flown over to a nearby
property on Boneo Road where two ambulances were standing by.
Once there, I received a complete check by the ambulance paramedics.
My leg was placed in an air splint and my faculties assessed: "What's
your name? Who's the Prime Minister of Australia? (Que?) Do you
have any pain elsewhere?" After finishing the questionnaire, I was
loaded back into the helicopter and airlifted directly to the Alfred

Hospital Trauma Centre in Melbourne. Only part of my drugged
brain was aware of "Wow, I'm flying in a Police helicopter!" On
arrival, I was whipped into the Trauma Centre and put through a
comprehensive barrage of tests before being put under the knife to
set the leg with a titanium rod through the tibia from knee to ankle.

Lower leg fractures are notoriously painful.
I stayed at the Alfred for one week, most of which I spent in a
morphine-induced haze. Flat on my back for five days, I was unable
to do anything by mysel£ any movement hurt like hell, and I was
completely dependent on the support staff. On the last two days I
ventured out in a wheelchair and was trained in the art of crutchology before leaving to convalesce at home.
Why do I tell you all this? To let you know that accidents do
happen and when they're serious, they involve a lot of people and
resources and for the victim, a lot of discomfort and, potentially,
expense. I had left myself no option but to bomb out on the beach,
but I ended up slammed into a cliff by the lee-side rotor because
I didn't leave sufficient room to land in the conditions of the day.
My saving grace was that I didn't fly alone and I am an ambulance
subscriber. If you aren't yet, join up now. The price is small
for the service you may need.

Thanks for the assistance I received from the Emergency Services and the
Alfted Hospital. Everyone involved, from the first jab to the final wave
goodbye, has my unwavering gratitude. Thanks also to my family and my
wife for all their support and finally, I take my hat offto my brother,
Phil- words are not enough, mate! See you back in the skies next

MY PERSONAL

SEC~RET

JERRY FURNELL

1997

has been a kind year to me. I've flown on and
off for 15 years and have 1,600 hours of airtime,
but very few flights over 80km. In the past 18 months my
enthusiasm for the sport has returned with a flourish and
like most addicts, I s.pend hours planning my life around
~my flying.
After the Canungra Classic last year I swapped my Xtralite 147
for a 164. A radical move for a 70kg pilot, but a good one for me.
I carry a little extra lead in the harness and my flights have never
been better! In January I·flew from' Beechmont, in the Canungra
area, and made it over the range for my first' time. It was a buzz,
and apart from getting lost and having a hole torn in my sail at
6,000ft over Urbanville by an irate eagle, it was a flight I'll
.cherish for years.
A few months ago I got my first Aircotec Top Navigator
,and promptly went on to fly my ,first ever flight ~ver 100km. After
hitting 95,km several times in the past, I had finally cracked it!
Then, a few weeks ago, I went for a mid-week fly and flew
my first 100 mile flight. Now, to top it off, I've flown 130km
from Tamborine, so what changed?

Not me. After 15 years I've still got stacks of room for
improvement, but what is helping me most, coupled with the glide
of my 164, is the Top Navigator. This instrument has a computer
that takes the guessing out of cross-country flying. The personalised
polar curve, coupled with the built in GP5, calculating 6,000 times
per minute, works out a McCready speed to fly that is most
helpful. It tells me how much to speed up through sink or to slow
down as I approach weak lift near a· thermal and I'm ready to turn
as I hit the stronger lift. I'm sure that during past flights I've zipped
right through or past usable lift with my bar stuffed to cover
ground as best as I could guess at.
I don't miss the guesswork. It takes some practice to get used to
an instrument that offers so much information on screen, but
knowing wind speed and rurection at various altitudes in flight is a
major advantage. Always landing into wind is great for safety and
knowing when a thermal has topped out or is dying is very helpful.
Although I'm not a great pilot, I've improved more in the last
few months than I have in the last 10 years. The Top Navigator
simply helps me to make better decisions and to fly better. It's actually teaching me! So if your flying needs improving, consider
that a new instrument may help you more than a new glider. al
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Sunset fl ight - Graeme Garlick at Blackheat h.

"Looks like it's going to be a good day for it, dear",
I said to my wife, who was busy feedi ng the canary.
"Yes, it looks like it", she replied, knowing full well what
I was after, "What time would you want to get going?'
We must be one of very few lucky couples in WA with a
backyard big enough to tow from in any wind direction.

1f

t all started three years ago, when after watching the eagles
lazily floating across the sky over our backyard, I wished to be
able to drift along without any effort or fear. Usually I would
be lying on the grass watching them for hours, promising myself if
ever I could come back after this life, it would be as an eagle. I
sometimes dreamt that while running I would spread my arms, flap
them like a bird on take-off and be airborne. The feeling was always
beautiful, and it was a shame to wake up. One day it just got too
much, and I had to try gliding like the eagle. I was not going to wait
for the time that I might come back as one of those beautiful
creatures. I rang a couple of the hang gliding schools in Perth, and
was told that I would be contacted as soon as they had room for me.
I had told them my age was 51 years, 10 years less than I really was,
hoping that I might still be acceptable. But after waiting about 4
months, I came to the conclusion that I must be too old. Six months
went past and the eagles kept going round and round as if calling me,
telling me there were old eagles as well as young ones. So one d~y I
called the one hangie school that I had not tried yet. Andrew
Humphrey from Airsports thought nothing of my being 51, and
signed me on as one of his pupils.
Well, of course I was over the moon. I don't know what my wife
thought of it, but if she had any reservations she kept them well
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hidden. As we live on a small farm in the middle of the WA wheat
belt, 280km SE from Perth, it was a small adventure for a man of my
age to go and join a hang gliding school in the big smoke. However,
to keep a long story short, I managed to keep up with the young
fellows, up and down the hill trying to get the feel of the glider. Of
course there were disappointments, like the time I tried to get down
the hill too fast and pulled a hamstring. It was no fun and set me
back six weeks, but eventually Andrew let me go to Wongan Hill to
do hang gliding on a tow rope. This was the big one, the one we had
all been working for, up and down that bloody little hill. I shall never
forget that first tow on the short line, really up in the air, held up by
the glider. Wow, what a feeling! The rest, as you all well know, comes
in leaps and bounds, and by days end all we could talk about was
how beautiful it is 1,000ft up there with the world at your feet.
However, it takes many hours to gain experience, especially for
my age group and it was a four hour drive to the hang gliding club
in Wongan Hills. So I started to look for a space closer to home.
My wife had, while I was gliding, picked up experience driving the
tow car, which now came in very handy. One day it came to me that
if I removed fences from my backyard I would have enough room
to take off with the Sting, and could make it all round wind direction
for take-off and landing. A hangie friend, Greg Mycock, from north
of Kukerin, 35km away, was invited to help me try it out. We have
both since had some good flights and, being close to home, can pick
our days, 7 days a week. Our tow car operator has it down to a fine
art and the only ones who aren't happy are the eagles. It is truly
a dream come true.
If ever you're near Dudinin, WA, a one-horse town, and happen
to have a glider on your roo£ or you are near 60 years of age and
would love to start hang gliding, pop in and share our dream come
true. We have a sec<?nd house with beds and facilities and our phone
number is 08 9889 0032. We're also on the road to Hyden, where
the famous Wave Rock is, so why not make us part of your holidays,
you won't regret it. Now excuse me, the eagles are up there,
and I have to go and join them.

l
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IN THE SKY
DAVID DRABBLE

Free Flying

A few weeks ago, I was treated
to a spectacle I had never imagined,
while flying with some great company ...

three Wedgetail eagles.
he forecast for Sunday was for 32°C, three
degrees hotter than the previous day and
Saturday's temp trace had shown the
potential for exceptional height gains (over
10,000ft). To beat the heat, we set out very early
Another Wedgy! I hoped they were friendly and kept turning ...
Sunday morning and I was unable to get a new temp
3,000ft ... I couldn't believe my luck: A third Wedgy.
trace and had to rely on the air being similar to
There was something odd about this one and I dragged my eyes
Saturday's. Anyway, before I could get in the air, I first had
from my vario to take a second look. To my dismay I noticed a plastic
to do a little training with some novices. Since yesterday's temp trace
shopping bag hooked around his talons. This one was the largest of
had shown an inversion at 3,000ft which needed at least 26°C on the
the three (about 7-8ft across). By now we had all reached the top of
ground before you could even think about getting through to make
the thermal - 4,200ft and my attention returned to the eagle with
some decent height, there really was no rush.
the plastic bag. How had he managed to get that bag caught around
My predictions proved to be about right. I took off at a quarter
his foot and how could I possibly help get it off?
to midday and soon discovered the inversion was still there. Either
As if they could read my mind, the eagles moved in very close
the temperature hadn't increased enough or the inversion had built
and as I watched, the one with the plastic bag swept right in front
up - I suspected a combination of both.
of me, no more than 15 feet away. He effortlessly moved from my
I was lucky to get away. The tow only took me to 690ft as the
left tip right across my flight path as if to show me the bag attached
wind suddenly changed from a light easterly to a
to his claws. After capturing my attention completely,
moderate northerly. The air was fairly smooth
he rolled off to the right taking his companions
with large patches of very gentle lift, too
with him.
light to turn in but good enough to get
I looked back over my shoulder and in
about 30-50fpm
disbelief I saw him release the plastic
bag in some light lift, allowing it to
in if you flew in straight lines or
very flat 360's. The sink between
waft about in the gentle rising air.
thermals wasn't too bad, but
The bag wasn't caught after all,
I didn't take too many chances.
he'd just been holding on to it!
I slowly climbed away from the
As I asked myself "why?", the
paddock, leaving the others to reeagles showed me:
route the tow lines and move their
After releasing the bag, the
largest of them moved away leaving
gliders. The new wind direction
would make the getaway that much
his companions about 50ft .above. The
. harder for them and the likelihood of
second largest rolled over, dived upside
anyone else joining me was slim. I hung
down at the bag, swooping and catching it in
Eagle on my wingtip. Ph: Dane Snelling
his talons, then pulled up sharply and released
on to the lift and drifted off downwind.
A few minutes later, I was bouncing into an inversion at 3,500ft.
it where he'd caught it. The next dived sharply too, striking the
The town of Beverley wasn't far off so I headed downwind in the
bag with his right wing, rolling and releasing it from his wing in
one motion.
general direction of the airfield where the sailplane boys are usually
For the next half hour I felt privileged to witness one of the finest
busy on weekends. Just short of town, I noticed that the wind was
aerial displays of my life. The three birds played with the bag, losing
dropping and at the same time a few cu's appeared overhead at
around 6-7,000ft. The inversion was finally starting to break.
no more than a 1,000ft the whole time. To my surprise they tolerated
At the outskirts of town I topped up in another light but steady
my presence on the outskirts of their game, allowed me to share their
thermal, but could still only manage to get around 3,000ft. The "lid"
lift and occasionally even dive bomb the plastic bag in turn with them.
was obviously still quite thick and only let the best thermals through.
Eventually I headed back towards the farm once again. In a
With this in mind I decided that if I was to bomb, it would be
gesture of farewell, the eagles left the bag and followed close behind
prudent to do it close to home. So I headed off to Geraldine's folks
me. At this point I witnessed the most perfect manoeuvre ever
farm, about 12km away.
executed: The largest of the three was about six feet below when he
performed a slow and perfect barrel roll. His wings remained fully
AlthQugh I only lost a couple of thousand feet on the way, my
altimeter now showed 910ft! As I approached a dark red paddock,
extended and he appeared to lose no height. While upside down
hoping it might help me out, my Flytec started to make the sound
he looked up at his companion as if lying on an invisible bed of
I like best. It only read 120fpm, but that was plenty and I could
air, then looked at me and continued his manoeuvre until he had
regained normal flying attitude.
turn steadily without hitting any holes or rough patches in the air.
At about 1,900ft I noticed a Wedgy off my starboard wing and
When I landed, I still bore a smile a mile wide. This flight
about 20ft above me. I became even more determined to improve
will definitely be a memory that will be long cherished
my climb rate to keep up with my feathered friend. 2,500ft!
and remembered.

T
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RUSSELL FERRIER

14,300ft above sea level. Standing on a sn

covered ridge on what, in a nor
be called a mountain. He

I.'[

AI, myself and Anna (Ai's girlW '--.. friend, possibly my post mortem
pathologist), eight porters, one guide, one
trekking company's son and, over there
among the buddhist prayer flags on
Langtang Ri proper, a gaggle of middle aged
Japanese trekkers complete with ice axes,
I pant like a Labrador on heat. I'm standing on
a barely one metre wide, snow covered peak (sorry, hill)
in the Langtang valley, one day's bus ride and three porter filled
days of walking from what passes here for civilisation: K. C's
Restaurant, Thamel and Kathmandu, the very small, very poor
capital of the sometimes Kingdom of Nepal.
I'm slow [Q get to the top of this hill. Luckily Ai's a doctor.
It's bloody cold and there seems to be no oxygen. AI, in his shorts,
gets ready [Q launch.
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At 14,300ft on this snow covered ridge, the wind can change
direction anytime. We know, it did the previous day. Yesterday,
the two of us had clambered up this hill from our teahouse. It
took 21/2 hours strugglinK through ice, snow and mud. We carried
our harnesses, oxygen and warm clothes, close to 20kg each. Our
thong clad porters struggled with the gliders for US$S per day, each.
We didn't launch. After setting up, the wind changed and we
found ourselves facing horrible rotor and uncertain launch conditions.
We are highly trained and motivated pilots, well, AI is. We packed up.
Today we're here again. AI gets ready to launch. Panting like a
Labrador,I'm watching, Ai's girlfriend is watching, the porters are
watching. Great, one of the foreign devils is going to jump!
Ai's ready. Shorts, Blade, determination. AI launches. Beautiful
launch, keep running, it's sure to start flying anytime
now . . . AI lands at 12,800ft, downhill, into
wind (sort of), at SOkm/h, trailing his size
twelves through the snow. The snow
is covering rocks on a disused STO L
airfield, abandoned 7 years ago when
the last plane to land there did so.
It's still there.
AI flares, at SOkm/h, downhill,
breaks an upright and bends some tip
battens. My glider suffers more damage
from sullen porters on its trip down the hill!
Well done AI ...
I thank the various gods for my low haemoglobin count,
small dangly bits and no girlfriend watching as we wait for the
helicopter out of here. Three days later it arrives. Our porters (sorry
guys, can't seem to fit you in ... ) mumble to themselves in Nepalese:
"Is that all there is to it?" Of course not.
Top: AI gets ready to launch at Langtang (14,30Oft).
Middle: On the long trek to take-off. Oval: Midsummer in the Langtang valley.
Photos: Alaric Giles

&.I the beginning was
IV baksheesh. And it

I

was good, or at least it
was plentiful. That
is if you wanted
to get your gliders
out of customs at
Kathmandu International Airport. We
did and on the sixth
day we had our gliders.
Our oxygen bottle had also
turned up, but we didn't know
about it until 5 weeks later, 2 days before flying out to Thailand.
We shopped; turtle fur jackets, sizzling water, buffalo steaks
- no hashish. No change money,
no shirt! No worries. We didn't
fly. We saw temples, all kinds of
pollution, beautiful Sari clad
nymphs. We met the King's
brother. We met bureaucracy.
We learnt how to arrange permits
to fly in controlled airspace.
We filed flight plans. We talked
to air traffic controllers:
"Good morning Captains Giles
and Ferrier."
Now we had to fly.
A "demonstration flight" for
Civil Aviation, to show them'
all about controlled, unpowered
flight. ''A flight, captains, if you
don't mind, from Sleeping Vishnu launch to Kathmandu
International Airport during working hours. Ah, yes Captain
. Ferrier, landing on the main runway (of course, how stupid of me ... )
is required. VFR only, sorry Captains, we don't have radar as yet.
Your call signs are Blade 1 and Blade 2."
Slap! Al hits me. I ask for one more. Slap! Thanks Al. Now I'm
awake. For a moment there I thought we had been ordered to land
oui hang gliders on the main runway of Kathmandu International
Airport during working hours, between a Lufthansa Airbus and a
Thai International Airbus. Oh! It's true.

Top: An eye-opening visit to the markets. Photo: Russell Ferrier
Centre: The terraces at Ghorepani. Oval: Russell takes off Pokhara.
Bottom : Nepalese welcome on landing. Photos: Alaric Giles

Luckily for us, or everybody else, we never made it. I elected
to belly flop into an almost ripe, very small field of wheat and Al
had a close encounter with a rock wall. Score: Foreigners - 3 Flights,
Nepal- 2 uprights.
We escaped to Pokhara, second largest city and second largest
pollution source in Nepal. Also home of the second largest stable
air mass in Nepal. Several stable flights later, in controlled airspace,
of course, we escaped.
Ghorepani, half a day by bus, 2 days walking. We find launch
at 10,500ft - beautiful. Pokhara is at 2,500ft, only 37km away. From
17,000ft it's a simple glide home. It has to be since there's nowhere
to land at Ghorepani. Ergo sum: If we launch at Ghorepani we must
thermal to 17,000ft to glide to Pokhara.
We launch. We whimper. No thermals, 250fpm down in smooth
air. We talk calmly to each other over tl1e radio. "Isn't it beautiful!"
The green valley below us is cut
at 45 degrees to the vertical, fully
terraced: unlandable. We soil our
turtle fur undergarments. We
continue down the valley, praying
for divine intervention. Please
God, just 50 up, 20 even, I'll
settle for zero .. .
7km from launch we prepare
for a "fly on the wall" at a village
5,500ft up. The hills are completely terraced. Each terrace is

around 4-5m deep and 2m higher (or lower) than the next one,
separated by a rock wall. The porters, 4 hours walk away, are carrying
the Pethidine and syringes we (alright, I) will probably need after we
(crash) land. We whimper anew, and land. Al first: Unbelievable,
a no step landing! My turn: Two steps after the flare. Alive,
_
undamaged, I put the glider down and reach forward to touch
the rock wall of the next terrace - it was that close.
~

For information regarding hanglparagliding in Nepal please contact:
Nirmal Shrestha) Managing Director
Paragliding Nepal
GPO Box 4431
Kantipath. Bansbari
KATHMANDU NEPAL.
e-mail: nirmal@trekintl mos. comnp.
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ROB LITHGOW

ur aim was to challenge the Australian Open Distance record,
presently 205km and held by a 'frog'. While we had baking
hot, dry conditions and high cloudbases, we also had
inconsistent, light, shifting wind or no wind at all. In spite of this
many pilots notched up their personal best flights for distance, height
gain and hours in the saddle.
The two days before the comp were epic with a very high cloudbase. Jerry Stipek had a ripper story of a demon thermal which shook
his wing so violently that it dislodged his brand new $700 camera
from its wing tip mounting. He did ask if anyone had seen where his
camera had fallen, but didn't offer much of a reward for its remajns ...
A 67km task to Lake Boga was set on the first day which also had
the week's best tailwind. 8 pilots got to goal and the fastest time was
nearly 40km/h. I climbed to 3,000m where my vario batteries went
flat. I landed in the airfield of a farmer who had his own light aircraft
"for holidays in Queensland" and who showed me great country
hospitality and drove me to goal. Thanks Danny!
Open Distance was set the next day, the first of many days when
promising morning winds would die and shift continually as the day
wore on. It was a blue thermal day and most of the field landed within the first 40km. Those who finally got through the scrappy stuff
managed some long flights. Fred Gungl won the day with 180km.
Morning winds on Day 3 lured the task committee into setting
a 104km downwind run to Lake Hindmarsh. Within an hour of first
launch the wind switched to a direct headwind, strengthening
considerably as the afternoon wore on. No one made goal and most
discovered the fruitless joys of how many thousand metres of height
you needed to go one paddock forward. Garry Stevenson landed his
brand new ProFeel next to a barbed wire fence and the strong gusts
blew one wingtip onto it as he deflated the canopy. Unable to free
the tip because it was tearing, he gradually got more and more of the
wing snagged until most of the canopy was shredded. He flew his
Contest for the rest of the week.
A slight easterly drift got most of the field heading off early to the
south east on an Open Distance task on Day 4. As usual the wind
began to change around and finally settled on a very light SE pushing
NW The result was a virtual nil wind day. Fred and Ron McKenzie
both headed East and got over 100km. I launched late in the day and
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View of the Grampians on the way to goal at Taylor Lake (Day 5).

Photos: Rob Lithgow

headed off in the opposite direction (well, there seemed to be a bit of
drift!) and got to Sea Lake 35km away. It was magic: The eerie feeling
of being surrounded by big wide dusties going up everywhere and yet
the smoothest widest thermals with all the time in the world to get
your centering technique right - or thermalling up for 20 minutes
to discover you are over the exact same spot you started from. Not
a breath of wind anywhere.
Day 5 - the big one. A 126.5km task south to Taylor Lake where
the Western Highway runs around the tip of the Grampians. Small
clouds began to pop for the first time in many days. The lift to
3,600m was awesome, typically 5-8m/s - as was the sink on
occasions. It was possible to fly from cloud to cloud for a fair bit
of the afternoon. 10 pilots made goal taking 5-7hrs to get there.
Christie set an Australian women's distance record and a few of us
discovered the sink was still really strong late in the day by getting
drilled at 7.40pm. It cost a few of us goal by a few k's.
A memorable moment for me was getting drilled by strong sink
(yet again) halfWay into the flight and trying to reach the next ploughed
paddock while getting lower and lower. I made the paddock with
only enough height to resign myself to land, put my feet down and
set up my landing. On final I passed over a couple of trees in the
paddock and got zeros, so I circled in and out of it, followed the
developing suck towards one end of the paddock and rocketed
straight into 4ml s up, taking me back up to cloudbase. I couldn't
believe it, in fact I wondered if it was me who triggered the thermal?
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ihermal triggers
Wes Hill (not a convert, at least not yet - he played able comp
director for the 'jellies') came up with a novel approach which
may have been concocted by spending too much time at hypoxic
altitudes: He looks for cockatoos fluttering in trees "b~cause the
th~rmals breaking off make them want to fly - well, it works for
me anyway.I"
Andrew Kemp had a half intelligent one, to be fair Wes did
mention this on~ as well, of looking at wind lines on several
adjacent dams to show conflicting wind directions. By tracing
these ~pparent wind directions back to' an imaginary point you
can find the thermal's break-off point.
Dennis Pagen was quoted beautifUlly by several of the guns:
Look for dark plough~d paddocks with a row of trees on the
downwind side, or better still several rows of intersecting tree
lines which funnel the thermals into a 'V' trigger point.
Fred Gunglliked the levees and banks on the side of the Murray
river for thermal triggers. It obviously worked for hinl when he
flew 80km to the Murray and another 100km past it into NSW
for the comps longest flight of 180km.
Ron McKenzie followed bitumen roads late in the day, especially
at tree top height, which he claims is high enough for the last few
kilometres on final glide.
The overriding consensus: When high follow clouds and
work the sunny side of the cloud, when low go for dark ploughed
paddocks with a tree line on the downwind side. Strong sink
indicates strong lift nearby so speed up and change direction.

COLD 1!
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-No need to freeeze .•..
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I
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Auetralia'e moet popular microlight flying euit !

•

Not a copy. the original ! Our flying suits will keep you warm ! Heavy
duty rain ree;ietant outer fabric, soft
thermal lined inner fabric, full length
windproof zips for ease of use, leg zips
so you can get in and out with your
boots on, 50ft cuffs, 50ft knitted collar
zips up to a polo neck, 5 normal pockets & 2 security pockets. Includes zip
on/off insulated hood. 'fWO colours
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I
I
I
I
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I

forest green or

NEW dark blue!

I

GET WARM

I
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•
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ONLY...

$133.00

•
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•

Size XS,S,M,L,xL,xxL,xxxL,XXXXL.
Size exchange OK for Post/Pack
Post, packing and handling $ 16.00.
Cheque, Credit Card or COD all OK.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES

I

PO BOX 182. NORTH BALWYN.- VIC. 3104

I

(03) 9431-2131

I
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An epic Day 6 developed with a consistent wind which
strengthened and strengthened. Once the gusts reached 30km/h in
the launch paddock we were happy to call the day off and have a rest.
After flying 5 days straight we spent the day cooling off in Lake T chum.
The next day was yet another hot one in the paddock. The wind
began to blow and ... change direction. The task was changed 3 times
and ended up being to Lake Boga, 67km away. The wind picked up
nicely to 2Skm/h and everyone anticipated a fast day. The field got
off to a cracking start, but thermals were firmly capped at 1,SOOm
and got broken up by the wind.
We experience the joys of trying to core shotgun lift with only
enough room for half a wing and started landing out quite quickly
and not far away. Only Garry Stevenson and Enda Murphy scraped
their backsides into goal with an average speed of 33km/h.
No one particularly minded that the next day was blown
out and everyone was able to pack up and head off home early.

rfj

Results

Based at IIlawarra Regional Airport, we are the
closest full time trike school to Sydney.

1 Fred Gungl

4,058

2 Ron McKenzie

3,835

3 Mark Pugh

3,671

We stock:

4 Graham Steel

3,332

5 Garry Stevenson

3,289

6 David' Milis

3,288

7 Enda Murphy

3,220

8 Brian Webb

3,200

9 Peter Bowyer

3,174

• New and second hand Airborne and Pegasus trikes.
• The full range of Comunica intercom systems including
the super-lightweight Kevlar "Seta" helmet.
• High-gain all stainless kingpost aerials.
• The ultimate lightweight fully galvanised trailers.
• Plus just about everything a trike pilot needs.

10 Andrew Kemp

2,887

PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)
Thanks to Garry Stevenson and Ron McKenzie for organising the comp
and to Wes Hill for being comp director. Well done guys!

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield)
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The competiti

o two categories hang gLiders. Events scheduLed were bomb
dropping, streamer cutting, artistic fLight and cLimb and gLide.
PerpetuaL trophies and fantastic additionaL sponsored prizes
were up for grabs for aLL piLots to fight over.

microL i

T

he stage was set and bomb dropping took first order.
Hangies were finding it tough to hit the circLe,
however, the trikers were doing it easiLy - piLots who
had practiced rock throwing at an earLy age obviousLy
had a distinct advantage.
During this event one piLot put on a fantastic artistic
fLight routine whiLe he was stiLL being aero-towed for
bomb dropping, earning him high admiration by other
competitors. I think he wouLd have scored more points
whiLe on tow than after he reLeased!

to

THE GREAT

la¥ElY BANKS
FLying for day one
and it was time
---.finished
•
iI
~
the scores.

The Barby was fired up

and our LocaL band, the South
Easter Lies pLayed chamber musi c sort of - to a setting sun,
and a few ta LL stori es.

S

does anyone.

treamer cutting was next. Those piLots who didn't care if their fLying machines couLd
actuaLLy fLy at such insane angLes, just to hit a streamer faLLing from 1,500 feet,
received the points.
ALL events had a mandatory spot Landing to gain more points and aLL eyes were fixed on a
two foot diameter red spot - the buLL's eye. The Landings, as you can imagine, proved to
be very interesting. One piLot, obviousLy not content with 20 or, in fact, 40 points for
a spot Landing, had his eyes fixed on the buLL's eye: FeeLing he had to reserve height,
he started to push the bar out at LittLe, a LittLe more, and a LittLe bit more.
He was right on target for the big one when, aLas, right at the criticaL moment, what
happened? The gLider dropped a wing and deveLoped a mind of its own as to where it was
going to Land. The piLot was quick enough to Lift his feet up to make a cLean swing through
the A-frame and onto his face.
?.
Two piLots did actuaLLy managed to get the buLL's eye - Ian and Jeff.
FLying for day one had finished and it was time to sit back and anaLyse the scores.
The barby was fired up and our LocaL band, the South EasterLies pLayed chamber music sort of - to a setting sun and a few taLL stories.
UnexpectedLy, on Sunday at Sam, a gust front decided to unLeash itseLf on aLL. Four trikes were at

re cognlse
this

pl"L at

the mercy of gusting winds and many hands heLped to save what was not aLready damaged. LuckiLy, after
cLose inspections, 3 of the 4 were ok, however one aero-tug had parked itseLf haLfway up the side
of a buiLding. AmazingLy no major damage was evident.
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l:Jomb dropping and streamer cutting was foLLowed by
artistic fLight - without doubt this was the highLight.
One, now weLL known, piLot decided to invent a "hesitation
Loop", extending the inverted section by severaL seconds.
He obviousLy did this for the benefit of the crowd, just
to make sure that he had their attention. On compLeting
the manoeuvre, without batting an eyeLid, he then continued
with his routine. On spot Landing, he cLimbed out of his
harness, then went and sat down for a whiLe, refLecting on
the LittLe journey through space he had just had. I presume
he wiLL not forget that one for a whiLe - neither wiLL we.
The foLLowing day the microLights were ready to start bomb
dropping and streamer cutting. Artistic fLight was
disregarded for a cLimb and gLide event (not a bad idea).
One notabLe situation occurred when a piLot fLew through
his own wake turbuLence whiLe cutting a streamer - scaring
the sh~ out of him!

On checking his trike Later,
he found a decambered tip batten
now that's worth a prize!
Provided for Lunch on two days was a BBG which was rather
pLeasant - piLots and spectators couLd puLL up a chair,
eat a sausage and watch the next piLot come in.
A very speciaL thanks to Karen Haigh for her efforts in
organising the competition and making it a success.
Thanks to the officiaLs, Rob van der KLooster, Tony Hughes,
Steve Kip, Graham Hewitt and Karen, for their heLp.
A big thank you to Warwick Spratt for preparing the
competition fLyer.
ALso our thanks to the foLLowing sponsors:
· ICOM AustraLia
· MOYES DeLta GLiders
· AIRBORNE Windsports
· HANG GLIDING ACCESSORIES (Warren McDonaLd)
· LOCTITE AustraLia
· PENRITE OiLs
· ULTRALIGHT FLying Machines (Rod BirreLL)
· ADVANCED Airsports (Ian Haigh)
· DIVE Experience
· RAPTOR Designs (John ReynoLdson)

resuLts
( HANG GLIDING)
Ir-M
-I-CR- O-L-IG-H-T----.
SI
bomb dropping
IAN HAIGH ............ 500
IAN HAIGH ....... 560
JOHN REYNOLDSON . . 560
ROB VAN DER KLOOSTER . 160
SPIRO SANNOS .... 460
MARK PIKE ............ 160
streamer cutting
IAN HAIGH ....... 2260
GEOFF COOMBS .......... 1720
WARREN McDONALD ....... 1580
JOHN REYNOLDSON. 1360
PETER GREENHILL ....... 1360
SPIRO SANNOS .... 840
artist fLight / cLimb & gLide
ANDREW McKINNON ....... 655
JOHN REYNOLDSON. 200
IAN HAIGH ............. 620
IAN HAIGH ..... . . 120
WARWICK SPRATT ........ 616
MAL BALDOCK ..... 80
SPIRO SAN NOS .... 80
perpetuaL trophies
*GEOFF COOMBS
* IAN HAIGH
notabLe awards
BEST NOSE-IN .................. PETER GREENHILL
DOWNTUBE DIGGERS AWARD ....... PHIL CAMPBELL
NO SHIT THERE I WAS AWARD
WARWICK SPRATT
MAL BALDOCK

OveraLL the fun fly in was a great success, not
for the competition pi Lots but
--The activities of the fun fLy certainLy
TESTED SKILLS and hopefuLLy improved these
ski LLs too. We wouLd recommend other clubs consider
organising such fun activities, - maybe even
; n t e r - c L u b comps_

~-----------~~~.
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ffiansfiehl ~alloon festiual
DANNY HUDSW ELL
ver the Anzac Day long weekend in April, the township
of Mansfield in North East Victoria hosted their 3rd annual
balloon festival. Included in the festival activities were
helicopters, ultralights, microlights, skydivers, powered paragliders and radio controlled model planes as well as the 26 hot
air balloons that had travelled to Mansfield for the festival.

O

Prior to the festival, I was asked if I was interested in doing a balloon
drop with my hang glider, weather conditions permitting, on
Saturday afternoon, the main day of the festival. I'd always been keen
to do a balloon drop so I jumped at the chance, but as the day of the
actual drop was approaching, I began to wonder if I was doing the
right thing.
On the Saturday morning I set up a static display with my glider
and a few billboards of assorted hang gliding pictures. The display
was very popular with the crowd and I was kept busy all day
answering questions about the glider and hang gliding in general.
Over the years I have had a couple of such displays at local shows
and festivals as well as some articles and ads in the local paper, to get
people interested in hang gliding, but to no avail. Even with flying
sites only 10 minutes away, I am one of only a couple of pilots flying
locally. Up here in the mountains, it seemed that if it didn't have four
legs and a saddle, people weren't interested. Well, at least I helped
local people to become a little more educated about hang gliding.

At about 5:30pm it was time for the dreaded drop and with the
help of fellow pilot Paul Mathews, we carried my glider over to the
balloon. To say I was nervous would be an understatement. Paul
helped me attach the glider to the balloon. The main line attached
to the keel at the base of the kingpost, along with a safety line which
I had to unclip before the release, and another line attached to the
rear of the keel to stop the glider from spinning.
When you are used to flying with just a couple of mates and not
having many people watching, it can be a bit daunting to sit in the
middle of the local showgrounds with the local TV crew fllming and
people taking photos everywhere. As the balloon lifted me up, my
wife and three kids stood below, waving me goodbye as if I was going
off to work.
Once we climbed away from all the people, I started to relax and
enjoy the view. Through my UHF radio I was hooked up to the PA
system and the commentator on the ground. The running commentary
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on the event was thought to be best heard from my own mouth but,
considering my heart was in it most of the time, that turned out to
be quite hard.
We only climbed to a height of 3,500ft agl so the crowd below
would be able to witness the drop. Once we reached 3,500ft, the
pilot of the balloon, Paul Gibbs, released my keel line and started
to descend at the rate of 400fpm. He then gave a 5-4-3-2-1
countdown and cut the main line while Iheld the basebar firmly,
just a touch above trim, and waited for the nose to drop.
The nose dropped and the glider went into a vertical dive, then
pulled out of the dive almost straight away. I flew over the crowd
at the showgrounds for some time, while having a bit of a chat to
the commentator on the ground over the radio. Then, for a change,
I pulled off a perfect landing right next to the showgrounds.
The balloon drop turned out to be one of the highlights of the
festival. It made the local TV news the next night and the local paper
printed a full page picture and front page story in their next edition.
AGFA fum had sponsored the entire festival, including the
balloon drop, and Kent Webber from AGFA fum was so impressed
it that he sent me a letter of thanks and half a dozen blown up photos
of the drop, which I greatly appreciated.
With over 10,000 people walking' through the gates during the
three days, the festival was a huge success. The only hiccup I had was
that I left my mike locked on during the landing and in the excitement
of it all I said, "Oh, f. .. ", which of course came out over the PA
system. Although the crowd thought it was a bit of a joke,
I felt like a bit of a dill.

I would like to thank Tove Heaney and Dave Middleton for their helpfol
advice as well as Paul Gibbs and AGFA. My special thanks to Paul
Mathews fo~ helpint> because ifhe hadn't, I doubt the drop would have
gone as well as it did

T

Product Reuiew

FROM SKYWINGS (12/96)

t ~1/~~ IN t CUB
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reeX (pronounced 'Freaks'), a relatively new PG manufacturer, was
formed in 1994 by Christoph Kirsch and former UP designer Rasso
von Schlichtegrol. The Spark is the company's highest-performing
certified offering and is based on the prototype flown in international
competitions last year. Pat Dower test flew the small version of the finished
serial glider at the top of its weight range at 84kg, Pete Brown tested the
medium, about a third of the way into the weight range at 88kg, and Mike
Cavanagh flew the medium at around 100kg.
The Spark employs diagonal ribs (left) which
form a continuous saw-tooth pattern across the
span of the glider. Traditional ribs at each
intersection of the diagonals connect the top and
bottom surfaces. The construction is of high
quality despite the obvious complexity of this
design. All lines are sheathed, with a 2.1mm
diameter used for the bottom cascades and just
O.7mm at the top. The speed system and pulleys are
enclosed in Lycra, making harness changes very
simple. Even the bag design is extremely effective:
the weight..is kept high and close to the back for
comfortable carrying.

F

On the Ground and in the Air: Ground handling
was no problem once we got accustomed to the
speed at which the glider came overhead. Handsoff speed is faster than most gliders and top speed
is fast too; as quick as anything else currently on
the market and. IasEer than most. RCWlatlng is a little differentW
to other models,
no doubt contributed to by the wing's flat elevation and'Iong lines.
Pete Brown: «The very light brake pressures and the gliders responsive

nature struck me first. I found the glider needed more pilot input than other
wings in its class and was at least as lively as my comp Sector. However, the
informative nature ofthe glider made searching for weak or broken lift easy and
I always found myse/fturning in the right direction to centre on lift. Despite
bouncy conditions the glider never once'felt like it would tuck even-a wing tip.
Big ears required a strong pull on the out-erA-line; the glider has a tendency to
yaw ifthe ears are not pulled well in. It banks up well with weight shift and can
easily be thrown into radical spirals. The brakes can be used to effect flat, efficient
turns and handling in turns is good. I thoroughly enjoyed flying the wing.
Pat Dower: (1found the Small to be lively and pitchy. In moderately rough
air, flying was involved and hard work at times - but never unmanageable.
I didn't enjoy the glider's handling or find it confidence-inspiring, but I did
become a little happier on it as I built up airtime. ')
.
Mike Cavanagh: "Turning was the most impressive aspect ofthe canopy.
My first 360 in a thermal was quite a surprise as I did not expect to get round
that fast. It felt good and very efficient. Now and then I pulled the brake a bit
too far and the canopy would slip down into the turn, but when I got it right
it would go into the turn pe.rfectly giving a very p.roficient feeling. The canopy
gave a lot offeedback in thermals arld took same getting used to. The canopy had
a good turn ofspeed and a very good glide. In comparison the competition Edel
Sector had only slightly better speed for the glide. The glider was fon to fly with
good speefL, handling and glide.
JJ

J)

In Conclusion: The Spark is a high-performance sports glider aimed at the
competent and ambitious pilot. In standard form it has the pe~formance
of many competition wings, but also shares their 'lively' characteristics.
The wing takes more time to becofue accustomed to·than most,
but is ultimately rewarding to fly when mastered. -.
~

FreeX importers Australia: Up & Away Paragliding/Hang Gliding Pry Ltd,
24 Railway Crescent, Stanwell Park NSW 2508, phlfax: 042 943240.
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GRAEME GARLICK

~

out thirty pilots from the Northern Beaches, Blue

Mountains and Sydney clubs headed to the Bathurst
area for the Queen's Birthday weekend (7-9 June)
to contest the 1st Round of the Interclub for the year. The
current champions, Northern Beaches, arrived with a strong
field of pilots while Blue Mountains and the Sydney club
were represented by small but talented teams.
Mt Ovens was called as the launch site for Saturday.
Moderate westerlies prevailed and lift in front of launch
was abundant with a combination of good ridge lift as well
as thermals. Cloudbase was about 6,500ft. No one bombed
out and most pilots managed a cross-country of some sort.
Once over the back, thermal conditions were poor and most
pilots settled for a best LD glide in an attempt to stretch
the distance. Best flights on the day were G. Garlick 12km,
A. Bush 11.5km, A. Bond 10km and S. Crosby 10km.
At the end of the day BM held a fairly good lead.
Following a slight detour via Sofala, Sunday was once
again called for Ovens. Conditions were stable with a very
light southerly in the valley and light thermals up the face
on launch. The day featured some interesting take offs and
landings. A number of pilots managed to hang around for
about 45min in light lift, but everyone eventually ended
up in the bomb-out zone. Since the landing paddock was
downhill into wind with a number of interestingly placed
powerlines in the vicinity, it made landing just a little tricky.
A number of pilots ran out of space and had to flare early
due to rapidly approaching inhospitable terrain. BM still
retained the lead.
Monday was another light and stable day. We checked
out Blackheath as it lay on the way home and would shorten
the trip. With light cycles up the face, the north ramp looked
the early option. Some pilots managed to stay up for about
half hour flights although an inversion slightly above cliff
height prevented good height gains. The inversion slowly
lifted throughout the day and pilots later launched off the
west launch for flights of about an hour to 5,500ft. A5 far
as the interclub was concerned, the day was invalid as quite
a few pilots had elected to beat the holiday traffic and head
for home. Everyone involved had an enjoyable and
entertaining weekend. A number of novice pilots ventured
for the first time away from the bomb-out. Some pilots
enjoyed sharing the ridge with sailplanes at Mt Ovens on
Saturday, and from their reports our gliders were climbing
as well as they did. Although the glide between thermals
was another story altogether.
After 3 days of flying the dreaded leader's guernsey n
(skirt) goes to yours truly (a doubtful honour).
aJ
Round 1, 97/98

.

1 Blue Mountains Hang Gliding Club
2 Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club
3 Sydney Hang Gliding Club
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OPERATIONS MANAGER'S
and therefore should only be flown by an
experienced pilot (80 hours minimum flying
experience).

Safety Officer Workshops

Maintenance Time
Given the scarcity of flying weather at present,
the time is right to carry out some maintenance
on your flying gear. If your glider or microlight
is over five years old, I strongly recommend
you have a manufacturer (or an accredited
manufacturer's agent) give it a thorough
inspection to ensure it is still airworthy. Please
refer to Section 9 of the Operations Manual for
maintenance checklists.

Experience versus Aircraft
The need to gain adequate experience before
moving into a high performance glider is
indisputable. Despite this, often pilots are
injured making the transition - usually due to
inad equate experience before making the
change. In other forms of aviation a pilot must
be "type endorsed" to fly an aircraft. Though
the number of pilots injuring themselves when
first flying high performance hang gliders and
paragliders may not warrant a formal
endorsement to progress to a higher
performing glider (with associated instructor
training)' such training is nevertheless advised.
However, the HGFA Safety and Operations
Committee is currently considering the
introduction of requirements for a pilot to gain
the relevant qualification prior to making the
transition . The proposed rules will require a
pilot to hold a Restricted Certificate to fly a
beginner glid er; an Intermediate Certificate to
fly an intermediate rated glider; and Advanced
for a high performance glider. I am interested
to hear your thoughts on this proposal.
Whilst talking experience versus aircraft, a
fact that seems to be often ignored is that
though a high performance glider is a few
years old, it is still a high performance glider -
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It is encouraging to see Safety Officers around
the country assisting new pilots and supervising
our sites. In an effort to maintain sufficient
numbers of Safety Officers in the Sydney area I
will be conducting two Safety Officer Workshops
during winter. The workshops will be held at:
19th August
Sportsmans Hotel,
81 Kildare Road,
Blacktown
20th August
at the OLD Moyes Factory
sail loft, 173 Bronte Road,
Waverley.
Both workshops will commence at 7.30 p.m.
All pilots are welcome to attend, whether
already a Safety Officer or not. However, to be
appointed as a Safety Officer, a minimum of
Intermediate Certificate is required. I remind
all hang gliding and paragliding Instructors
that they should attend.

Overcrowding
I have had a considerable number of pilots
complaining of overcrowding at some of our
more popular sites, particularly where there
are gliders of differing speeds operating
together. Obviously it can be difficult to
establish a safe soaring pattern when
paragliders and hang gliders are flying
together, because of their differing speeds and ·
manoeuvrability. The same applies (though to
a lesser degree) when beginner gliders are
operating with faster high performance gliders
of the same type. When ridge soaring it can be
beneficial for the slower gliders to make
shorter passes, thus allowing a similar time for
the various gliders to complete a pass, and
more readily enable a pattern to be
established. When thermalling, higher gliders
must be ever watchful for gliders coming up at
a faster rate and be prepared to give way.
When gliders are circling at similar heights in
overlapping circles it is necessary to change
the circling pattern so that each glider's 360 is
around the same centre. (Refer to Accident
Report 1 following.) By far the safest course of
action if it appears to be crowded in the air is
DON'T TAKE OFF - wait until the crowd thins.
We have been lucky that recent mid-airs have
not led to injury. No matter what kind of
aircraft you fly, mid-airs must be avoided at all
costs, they can (and have) led to serious or
fatal injury.

Accidents
No 1
Adv Paraglider Pilot; OIS
Exp. Hang Glider Pilot
Aircraft:
High performance paraglider;
High performance hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Nil
Aircraft Damage: Nil to paraglider; minor
damage to top rigging of
hang glider
Weather:
Light wind, moderate
turbulence
Location:
Inland soaring site
Pilot:

Description:
During a paragliding competition, the two
aircraft had been flying together for some time,
with no other gliders in the vicinity. The
thermals were broken up and scarce. As a
good thermal came through, the gliders began
climbing in over-lapping circles, both in the
same direction. As they approached head-on
with the hang glider below the paraglider, the
hang glider hit a strong surge, climbed rapidly
and within three seconds struck the
paraglider's lines with the right leading edge
and fell away. The paraglider collapsed
immediately and immediately re-inflated,
undamaged. The hang glider tumbled, righted
and flew down to land; as the paraglider kept
climbing and continued on to attempt the task
for the day.
Comments:
The paraglider pilot stated that the HG pilot
"pushed out to climb quickly up into him". The
hang glider pilot stated: "1 was circling then
suddenly the paraglider·was directly in front of
me". As I stated previously, flying in over
lapping circles is not on, the pattern must be
adjusted so that gliders cannot approach
head-on.

No2
Advanced Pilot
Not known
Advanced hang glider
Compound fracture to arm,
requiring extensive surgery
Aircraft Damage: Minor
Weather:
10-15 kt wind, moderate
turbulence
Inland soaring site
Location:
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

Description:
The pilot had broken his arm three months
previously in a landing accident. Pilots at the
site ~uggested he fly in smoother coastal air
for his first flight, but the pilot insisted that he
could cope with the conditions. As the pilot .
launched the glider, his arm broke again. He

REPORT
flew to the landing area, landing heavily and
ending up on top of the glider.

pre{eHt{,

Comments:
Obviously, one must bring be cautious when
getting back into any sport after injury.

Tke 'Hi,,,- A~veMtMre
Stor (OK1petitiOM

No3
Pilot:

Restricted Certificated
paraglider pilot
3.5 hours
Experience:
Beginner paraglider
Aircraft:
Broken tibia, dislocated
Pilot Injury:
ankle
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather:
Light wind, moderate
turbulence
Inland soaring site
Location:

TIte (OK1retitioM

Description:
Pilot began launch, then tried to abort, though
this attempt was too late. As he left the ground
the glider stalled and he fell into a pile of rocks
and landed sideways on a rock which caused
the dislocation.

Starting in October, this competition will run
over the next three issues of Skysailor.
An excellent prize is on offer for the best
ILLUSTRATED SHORT STORY published in Skysailor
OctoberlNovember 97, December/January 97/98
or February/March 98.

Comments:
The pilot was wearing soft sneaker-type
footwear. Boots offering better protection may
well have prevented injury.

No4
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Weather:
Location:

Intermediate Pilot
51 hours
Advanced hang glider
Fractured arm (humerus)
Nil
2 kt wind, nil turbulence
Inland soaring site

Description:
The pilot approached the landing area,
carrying out figure-eight turns to wash off
height. An advanced pilot in the landing area
advised by radio that he lose more height
before turning onto final, though this advice
was either unheard or unheeded. As an overshoot was inevitable and a fence was in front,
the pilot turned cross-wind, with little height or
airspeed; the glider stalled and fell the last few
metres to the ground.
Comments:
Accidents similar to this are not uncommon.
The combination of only fifty hours experience;
flying a high performance glider and the old
"too low too slow" to attempt a turn. With
more experience the over-shoot situation
should have been avoided.
""7

Fly safely,
Craig Worth

Stories should be around 500 words, involve a hang gliding, paragliding or triking
experience and be non-fictional. They can be educational, humourous, adventurous,
aU pfl he above, and texts should be accompanied by your photographs, artwork
or diagr1)ms (originals need to be supplied for publication).

StArt writiM~ MOW
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THE WINNER will be selected by a panel of judges and is in for a treat: 5 nights
and 6 days at the High Adventure Airpark for 2 people.
This prize includes accommodation, breakfast, a rainforest horse ride, 2 days of
sailing leo experience in a 16-foot trimaran, a day of either winch or aerotowing
and a microlight introductory flight or transport from and to flying sites in the
surrounding area.

How to eKter
ANYONE is welcome to enter one or several stories, as long as they are entertaining.
Every pilot out there has at least one tale to tell, so next time the wind's not on, put it
" on paper and send it to:

SKYSAILOR.

Hi~k AetveHt\ire

(OK1retitioM

PO Box 197
Helensburgh NSW 2508

ENrR.Y ~ATlS fOI\ fu6LI<AnOW AM-,
OctoberlNovember 97
December/January 97/98
February/March 98

1 September 1997
1 November 1997
1 January 1998
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$12
Cap
Polo Shirt with embroidered HGFA logo
in white. green &navy (sizes 16 to 24) $30
Rugby Top with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy &green (sizes 16 to 24)
$50
$6
Embroidered badge
$4.95
Metal Lapel Badge
$1.50
Car stickers
Topographic maps for all areas at
discount prices.
Please add $3pp for al! orders. Discounts
available for bulk purchases. Cheque. money
order. bankcard. visa and mastercard accepted.
phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
r

i

Charged at $80 per half day of inspection plus
travel expenses (max. $250 per inspection/approval).
Includes all updated material from Levell.

Issue &renewal - includes FAI
Sporting Licence. manuals. etc)
$30
Level 2 Competitions Coach (inc!. ACe training
course. registration & manuals. etc)'
$30
FAI Sporting Licence (inc!. HGFA
Competition Manual. Section 7
FAI Sporting Code. Records Claim
Pack (initial issue)
$20
FAllnternationai Pilot Proficiency
Identification Card (lPPI) Non-competition
flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Operations Manual Binder $15
Log Book
$5
There is no charge for PHG Temporary
Satellite Facility approvals.

$10
$20

Membership Fees 4"
12 months (FLJLL) Membership
State & Regional Development l f vJes
West Australia
$25
South Australia
$30
. Victoria &Tasmania
$20
ACT
$35
Sth NSW &Nth NSW
$25
Sth OLD & Nth OLD
$20
Additional Family Member (12 months) $55
Short Term Membership (4 months)
$50
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
$45
Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
available through instructors only
$15
(6 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $55
Overseas (sent SAL)
. $70
Overseas (sent Airmail)
$90

$175
.renewal fee
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
Endorsement aRf'l llai renewal fee
Training Facility -Inspection'
and/or Approval feet
Microlight Instructor Examination
&check-flights (payable to .
Microlight Examiner)
Microlight Aircraft Registration
(Initial issue)
Microlight Aircraft Registration
(Renewal)
Level 1 Club Coach (Valid for. 4 years

$175
$300
$80

$50
$100
$50

Membership Application
Please complete in BLOCK letters
Surname ________________________ Given Names
Address
______________________________ State

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Postcode - - - - - - - - - -

Birth Date __________________ Home Phone __________________________ Work Phone
Club _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Occupation _______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sex M / F

Please read and sign Membership Declaration below
Please provide the following information and tick appropriate boxes:
Instructor

HGFA Number (if known):

Membership 1jpe: New Member
Visiting Pilot Member
Discipline:
Hang Gliding

D
D
D

Renewal
Short Term Member
Paragliding

D
D
D

Re-joining Member
Subscription Only
Microlighting

D
D
D

Family Member

D

Parascending

D

Membership Declaration (must be signed to gain membership)
I, the undersigned, wish to apply for renewal of my HGFA membership and HGFA Pilot Certificate Is and Endorsements.
Please note: The constitution provides for a limitation of liability no persons such as officers, instructors, safety or duty officers and competition organisers and their
helpers to an amount which can actually be recovered under the HGFA insurance policy. If for any reason no amount is recoverable, the liability is nil.
I understand that membership entitles me to Pilot Certificates and Endorsements to operate the specified aircraft in accordance with Civil Aviation Regulations and the
HGFA Operations Manual and Third Party Liability Insurance within Australia ($ 1,000 excess).
I am aware that the HGFA is assisted by the Australian Sports Commission, and as a result understand that the HGFA Doping Policy condemns the use of performance
enhancing substances as both dangerous to health and contrary to the ethics and ideals of sport.
I hereby agree to abide by the constitution, rules and regulations of the HGFA.

Member's Signature

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Date

Payment Details
HGFA Membership fees ($ 110 Full or $55 Family, $30 Joining fee) (For family members, please provide name offull member with whom you reside.) $ ________
Regional Development Levy (Determined by your State/Region ofresidence - see above)

$_---

Weightshift Microlight Levy ($20) (For HC & PC motorised endorsement also)

$_---

Total Amount due (and enclosed)

$------

I wish to pay by: Cheque D Postal Order D Credit Card

D

Card Number____ 1____ 1_ _ _'_ 1 _____ Expiry Date ____1_---

(Visa, MasterCard, Bankcard only)
Cardholder's name ___________________ Cardho!der's Signature ___________________ Dated,________
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069-472888, Fax: 069-474328
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New South Wales (continued)

Victoria (continued)

ACT/NSW

Wingsports

Sydney Hang
Gliding Centre

Flight Academy
• Paragliding Courses
• Hang gliding courses
• Paramotor courses
• Inland and Coastal
• Tandem Flights
• Towing Courses
• Cross Country Courses
• Equipment Sales
Located in stunning holiday destination,
on the Great Ocean Road, 2 hours from
Melbourne's Westgate Bridge.
Learn to fly a paramotor over winter!
Wingsports,l Evans Court,
Apollo Bay, VIC 3233.
Hans van Santen 03 5237 6485
Fiona Waddington 0419378616.

'----___~~I-i·,1!r '!:g
Tarago Flight Park
'l/2 hours from Sydney
• Introductory Courses
• Full License Courses
• Refresher Courses
• Ground Towing Courses
• Aerotowing Courses
• Cross Country Courses
• Cross Country Tours
The last weekend of each month is an open
towing weekend. All pilots are welcome
and tow endorsements can be obtained.
Agents for Moyes and Airborne
Demo gliders available
Call Tove on 048 494516 or 015 269376.

Victoria

BIfNAMlI/t/f 'lLllS.,
HANG GLIDING SCHOOL & FLIGHT PARK

~

W2 hours from Melbourne
We offer a full range of services including:
• Restricted Licence Courses
• Introductory courses
• Tandem instructional Flights
• Towing Endorsements
• Introduction to XC Flying & tours
• Equipment Hire
We sell new and used gliders,
spare parts and accessories for:
• Moyes
• Airborne
• Aussie Born
• Brauniger
·Icom
• Flytec
Thinking of updating?
Trade in your old glider with us.
Rohan Holtkamp
P/F 03 53492845- M 014 678734

THE RIGHT ALTITUDE
uMicrolights"
Standing on a hill all day,
waiting on the weather?
Get a Trike . We have the largest range of
trikes in Australia and New and used aircraft in stock. We sell everything for trikes.
Call Tony Dennis CFI Pilot Examiner (0418)
574068. Fax (057) 626227. Benalla, Victoria.
Email: rightalt@benalla.net.au

New South Wales

BYRON AIRWAVES
Hang Gliding School
• Lessons & full instruction available.
• 20 years hang gliding experience with
training all year round.
• Learn to fly safely and accurately
with all skill levels catered for.
Phone Brian and Anne on
066 290354, mobile 014615950.

New South Wales (continued)

Air Support
Hang Gliding & Paragliding

Stan well Park
Hang Gliding Courses,
Refresher Courses,
Instructional Tandem Flights
and Gift Vouchers.
Equipment and Accessories.
Available 7 days. To arrange your lesson
or to test fly a Moyes Glider.
Call Chris Boyce (042) 94 9994.

.

nilla ~

~~
~ Ma lidinft~ "'~
~" r-arag
tf
• Manilla has more flyable days per year than
anywhere else in Australia! (300+ in fact!)
• Mt Borah is one of the worlds most consistent all year round sites with 4 large launches catering for nearly every wind direction.
• Paragliding license courses - a week of
quality tuition using the latest techniques &
equipment for only $850 (inc. accommodation).
• Thermalling and Cross Country courses
all year
• HG to PG conversion courses - its easier
than you think!
-Importer of ADVANCE paragliders, FLYTEC
instruments, HANWAG footwear and
most accessories - we sell only the best
quality European made equipment.
• Mini Paraglider Kites also available great fun for everyone.
So come flying with Manilla Paragliding,
where the person who shows you the
mountain, owns the mountain!
Phone Godfrey Wenness on: 067856545
or fax: 067 85 65 46
"The Mountain", Manilla, NSW, 2346.

As well as training, we also offer many
ranges of gear, including custom made
AIR SUPPORT harnesses. Enquire for
brochures and price lists for new or 2nd
hand gear. Call Forrest on 02 94502674,
0412273552 (8am-8pm).

Byron Bay
Hang Gliding School
Agents for Airwave Hang Gliders UK.
Taking orders now for Tandem Fly-2's 215,
the best proven tandem glider on the market.
Call now for brochures & prices. Don't wait
'til it's too late. (Hang gliders only).
Call Pete & Kaz on 015257699 (bh)
or 0412 346717 (ah).

South Australia

ADELAIDE AIRSPORTS
Sales, Service and Instruction
• Hang Gliding
• Tandem Hang Gliding
• Sky Floating
• Microlights
Agents for Moyes, Airborne and Wills Wing.
Larry Jones - Judy Manning
Ph: (08) 85563030, Fax: (08) 85574113,
Mobile: 018 815094.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--- -

SKYSAILOR CLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM
Private classifieds are free to financial members, providing the membership number is
February
October
0
o June
o
quoted. Ads appear for 1 issue only. For non-members and commercial advertisers the
April
August
December
0
o
o
following rates apply:
Per standard typeset line (approx. 6 words)
Per small B/W picture or logo scanned
Special typesetting
First few words appear automatically in bold.
These rates take effect from 1 December 1996.

To appear in the following issues (for commercial ads only):

$2 (minimum charge $8)
$10
$1 per line

Instructions for enclosed pictures, logos or special typesetting:

Deadline is the 1st of the month, four weeks prior to the issue in which you want your
ad to appear. Payment is in advance.
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Paragliders
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0
0
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Stolen ................O
Lost & Found ..
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0

Invoicing-address (free for current members):
Name: __________________________________________________
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City _________________ State/Postcode _________________________
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rates of $1 per line apply to non-members
and commercial advertisers. For more
details, refer to Classifieds order form.
HANG GLIDERS
AND EQUIPMENT

New South Wales
Aero Race 150 int, su it lighter pilot, hardly
used at 8 hrs FiT. Fluoro pink LE, grey US,
wh ite TE, great condition, flies like a bird
(g alah actua lly), $1,400. Ph: Matt or Wynn
042943004 or 0414 943004 (mob).
Blade 141 Race adv, black/white US, EC,
sweet handling & performance, $2,500 ono.
Also: Danny Scott Racer harness with new
chute, black with blue/yellow trim, $800.
Ph: Mick 049 636681 .
Blade 153 adv, grey/ red US, white TS, turns
nimbly & cruises sweetly, GC, $1,900. Icom
GX UHF, unused comp prize, new in box, $550,
Air Support harness, nr new, very few bloodstains, from ex- pilot 5'2 with eyes of blue,
answers to UHF. Ph: AI & Anna 049430674.
Bright Star Odyssey 141 adv, rigid wing
hang gl ider, USHGA certified, white carbon
fibre, Kevlar LE, clear sail, blow them away
LD 17:1, sink rate 130 ft/min, $2,800. For
more info ph : Ross Duncan 049431900.
Danny Scott harness, as new, front entry,
al uminium sliders, front mounted chute,
suit small to 6'1, only $450. Ph: 044 762098
for Sydney viewing .
Max 157 int, EC, built mid 96, 20 hrs airtime,
pod harn ess & pa ra chute inc!. White TS &
LE, bl ue US, manual & batten profile,
$4,100. Ph : Brett 02 94157121.
Moyes GTR 162 exp int, all Myl ar, speed
bar, profil e & man ual, $300 ono. Also:
Moyes backpack pod harn ess, 5'6-5'11 ,
with PA chute, $200 ono. Afro Owens
Val ley altimeter/vari o/air spe ed/timer, $200
ono. Ph: Jon 02 93443870 or 0418 447737.
Pod Harness, suit person 5'8 to 5'11, navy
blue, $100 or any offer. Ph : 02 93654635.
Roochute, 18ft model, suit pilot with max
weight inc!. glider & harness: 170Ib/77kg.
Never deployed, just re packe d, 400 ono.
Ph: 0297737408.
Sting 118 int, 20 hrs airtime, rainbow
colours, $1 ,650 ono. Al so: Moyes pod
harness, suit 5'7 to 6', 4130. Ph: 0295411579.
Sting 154 int, VGC, mylar LE, mauve/fl. gree n
US, $2,200. Ph: Gre g 042942212.
2nd Chantz gas rocket deployment system,
can fit Ph: Forrest 02 9450 2674, 0412273552.
Sting 154 int, in immac. con d., only 3 hrs
flying, with harness, $3,000. Ph: Joh n
042671 466.
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2 x Sting 154 int, both like new, priced from
$2,700. Also: 2 x Aero 170 nov, used, priced
to sell, ready to fly for new starter in the
sport, ideal nov gliders, $1 ,200-1,400. Ph :
Lee Scott 065 565265.
Sting XC 154 int, 40 hrs, EC, $2,400. Air
Support harness, suit pilot approx. 5'10,
as new, $500. Ph: 067 851028.
X2 tandem glider, fully equipped for
tandem aerotowing, with castor wheels
& extended keel mount & wheels, $3,400.
Ph: Lee Scott 065565265.
XS Sail. 30 hrs genuine as per log, EC,
fluoro yellow TS, black & purple US,
magenta tips, $600, 3 uprights $150.
Ph: 043329187, will freight.
XS Easy 155 nov/int, white TS with 25%
Power rib, green w. black dart US, rubber
backed faired DTs, EC, 15 hrs, batten profile
& manual $1,750. Moyes Xtreme harness,
used only once, It blue with black & white
patterned side panels, chest mount chute
pocket, suit 5'10 med. build, $580. Metamorfosi pulled apex chute, $230. Sjostrom
instruments, $400. Ph: Colin 02 98731724.
Xtralite 137 exp int, only 40 hrs, VGC, spare
01, Danny Scott Twister harness suits pilot
approx. 178cm (5'10), with High Energy
parachute & Sjostrom va rio, all for just
$3,995. Ph : 02 93805329 or 018 232343.
Xtralite 137 adv, Comp glider, grey US,
Fluoro yellow 'X', white TS, clear LE with
Australia Deco. VGC. $2,300 Ph: 019 652454
or 02 99741629.
Xtralite 164 exp int, less than 15 hrs, $3,500.
Xtralite 137 exp int, less than 20 hrs, $3,000.
Ph: Greg 043 327596 (after 5:30 pm).
Xtralites adv, as new. 137, less than 20 hrs,
$3,000. 164, less than 10 hrs, $3,500. Ph :
Greg 043 327596 (after 6pm).
Vario/altimeter, Ball 651 , $250. Sabre 177,
low hrs, $400, Stanwell Pod harness to suit
5'8-6', $150. Ph: 048 223287 or 018 484695.
Moyes XR 150 int, new bag & wheels;
Stealth pod harness, Junkers reserve
chute (1 yr old); Flytec vario/alt (1 yr old).
Lot for $2,000, no offers. Ph: Baz 02 9971629.

Queensland
Aero 165 nov/int, blue LE, green/yellow US,
$1 ,200. Moyes pod (5'10-6'2) & chute $400,
Brau niger Basic vario $425, Icom GX 4375,
full fac e helmet L $150, blue/black Moyes
flying suit (5'10) $50, Big Foot water sac $30,
books: HG for beginners $25, Performance
Flying $30. Ph : Blair 07 55268812 Gold Coast.
Blade Race 141 adv, GC, spare DTs,
waterproof cover. Ph : Gerry Gerus
070341451 or 019 617935.
Combat 139 exp int, 40 hrs from new, grey
LE, pink/yellow US, VGC, stored for 4 yrs,
Xa ct harn ess, PA chute, Oz vario, flying suit.
Ph : Damian 07 55275772 (wl. 07 55926167 (h).
Combat 152 exp int, Moyes pod, vario, Icom
rad io, parach ute, all in GC. Ph: Geoff Brown
070559995.

Combat 152 exp int, new sail fitted 100 hrs
ago, still tight. White trilam LE, white top,
black/f1uoro yellow US, comp sleeves, remote
aerial mount, great performance & handling.
Must sell to buy new harness, $950 ono.
Ph: Paul 079 922865, prbarry@tpgi.com.au

Xl145 nov/int, in as new cond., low hrs,
great colours, speed bar, batten profile,
manual, $2,400. Ph: 03 95718376.
Xtralite 137 exp int, power rib, VGC, flies
well, well cared for by kind pilot. $2,400.
Ph : Fiona 03 52376486 or 0419 378616.

Combat 152C exp int, white LE, red/yellow
US, approx. 100 hrs, very clean, with batten
profile, $950. Ph: Charlie 07 55430138.
GME Electrophone, handheld model TX
475S, EC, very little use, extra battery $380
plus postage. Ph : Brian 07 6961219.

Mars 150 nov, as new, hardly used, must
sell, any reasonable offer considered.
Ph : Graham 06 2581940.

Mission 170 noil/int, red LE, white/yellow
US. $650. Ball va rio, ASI, POA. Ph: Nev
Akers 070 559329.

South Australia

Mission 170 int, low hrs, VGC, recently
replaced side/front wires, $1 ,100. Also:
Moyes pod harness, suit 5'10-6'2, FC, $150.
Ph: Tony 07 33983241 .
Moyes Xl 165 nov/int, fl yellow LE,
blue/green US, speed bar, very low hrs,
$2,400. Also: Pod harness suit approx. 6',
EC, $100. Ph: John Nuttall 07 32021043.
Sting XC int, flown one season, VGC, speedbar, faired 01, batten profile & handbook,
$2,900. Moyes pod, blue, $250. Ph: 070 965593.

Victoria
Desire 151 exp int, Kevlar TE & LE, white
TS, blue/white/lime US, EC, $1,700. Ph :
Steve 03 98733473.
Foil Combat 15211 exp int VGC, Moyes pod
with chute VGC, Sjostrom vario VGC, $2,500
no offers, will not separate. Ph: 03 57751365.
Moyes Xl 165 nov/int, bright yellow US,
white TS, speed bar, scrim, patten profile,
manual, 50 hrs airtime, small scratch on the
LE, owned for 2 yrs, never stacked, original
spare 01, EC, $2,200 ono. Ph: 041 2227797.
Mission 170 nov/int, fl. red LE, white MS, fl.
red/blue US,EC, $1 ,200 ono.
Mission 170 nov/int, black LE, white MS, fl.
yellow/black US, EC, $1,200 ono.
XS3 155 exp int, pink LE, white MS, candy
pink front half US, EC, $800 ono.
Combat 11152 exp int, mauve LE, white MS,
yellow/black European stripe US, EC,
$2,000. Ph: Steve 03 57501174 or 018570168.
Moyes Mission 170 nov/int, blac k LE,
orange US, blue TE, low hrs, in EC, $1,400
ono. Ph : Nick 03 97286164 or 0419 328705.
Pacific Airwave Vision 165 int, $400.
Brauniger Basis vario, EC, $450. Mayday
18ft certified chute, $450. Icom 40G radio
plus headset, $480. Blackhawk pod harness,
hardly used, su it 5'10, $330. Ph : 03 93267703.
XS2155 needs a good home, well tra ined
(finds its own thermals!), only 140 hrs young
& looking fo r pilot to take it flying, $1 ,575
ono. Also: Vario (tota l energy)/attimeter/airspeed/speed to fly, all in one setup, Australian
made Borgelt, $295. Dannv Scott Racer
harness in as new cond., suit pilot 170-185cm
& med. build, $475 ono. Reserve parachute
in as new cond·., $275 ono. UHF radio
Electrophone handheld & charger, EC but
needs new battery, $150. Ph: 03 57544945.

Desire 141 exp int, in VGC, batten profile,
spare DT, $1000. Can ship to anywhere.
Ph : Birgit 0882728686 (h), 08 82224980 (w).
PARAGLIDERS
Please note: All paragliders
offered for sale must state their
certification standard, otherwise they
will be labelled with 'No Certification
Information Supplied (NCIS),.

New South Wales
Airwave Samba 26, 12A, 96 model performance int glider, suit pilot 65-85kg, VGC,
45 hrs, clean, green, $2,900. Ph : Jason
049408665, 015 636384.
Alto 30 NCIS, rated int-adv, excellent glider,
very safe, great handling, easy inflation,
superb sink rate. Flown only in Nationals at
Manilla & some coastal, suit 85-115kg pilot
weight, normal reta il $5,200, want only
$3,200. Ph : Lee Scott 065 565265.
Falhawk Athlete 9.5 DHV2, suit 55-75kg
pilot, blue/rainbow, 10 hrs, clean, as new,
$1,400 ono. Edel Apollo 35 0 HV2, suit pilot
up to 130kg, 20 hrs, motor base also
available, 2,500 ono. Apollo 24 DHV2, suits
70-95kg AUW, yellow/ra inbow, 100 hrs,
$800. Ph: Forrest 02 94502674, 0412273552.
Firebird Navajo 27 1OA, 1B, 1C, int/adv,
EC, 50 hrs airtime, still crisp, ideal first XC
canopy, $900. Ph : Richard 019 656296.
Flight Design A5 Sport 30ni NCIS, t-o
weight 96-125kg, current model int/perf.
wing, as new, crisp, clean & UV treated,
5 mths old, $2,800 ono (moving o/seas).
Ph: Giulio Leschi 0299052980 or 0411 478651 .
Orion 27 NCIS, suit beginner novice, in
good condition, around 60 hrs only, $1 ,600.
Ph : Lee Scott 065 565265.
Pro Design Compact 33, 12A, only 30 hrs on
wing, Edel Soar harness with spine protector,
Edel steerable reserve, Flytec 3055 vario,
Hall bros wind meter. need a loving home!
Ph/fax: Nigel 049 846150 after 7pm.
Reserve chutes & harnesses, new & 2nd hand,
call for a price . Ph: Lee Scott 065 565265.
Advance Sigma 2Jm2 NCIS, suit pilot 65-80kg,
pink/blue with winglets, 40 hrs airtime, VGC,
$1 ,100. Ph: Rosie 014942440, 043 891398 (h ).
Swing Axis 1126 11A,l C, EC, pink/ purple
top, white bottom, clean & crisp, speed
syst., trimmers, no porosity or tears. VG int.
canopy, $1 ,000. Ph: Suzy 042 943732.

• - ---Queensland
Pro Design Pro-Feel 35 NCIS, suit int
pilot 70-90kg, great perf., stable, nice
turning canopy, only 40 hrs airtime, is
in perf. con d., a gift at $3,000. Ph :
Mark 0738641477 (wl, 07 32786274 (hl,
m.plenderleith@qut.edu.au

Victoria
Edel Saber medium DHV2, Afnor perf,
pilot weight 60-80kg, low hrs, as new,
beautiful wing with excel. performance
and well behaved. $3,850. Also: Edel
Rainbow large 9A3B, suits good int or
adv pilot, pilot weight 60-85kg, GC,
brand new lines 1 year ago, $1)50.
Ph: Fiona 03 52376486 or 0419 378616.
Flight Design A523m 2 NCIS, only
10 hrs airtime, suit beg/int, level 2.
Ph: Carol Binder 0417311360.
Paratech A5 Sport 22m2 NCIS, 97
model, 15 hrs, orange, $3,100. Ph:
Carol 0417311360.
Pro Design Challenger 26m NCIS,
still crispy, 8 hrs flying time, suit in!.,
brand new Apco harness, very smooth
to fly, $2500. Ph : 03 9850 5788 (h).
2

South Australia
Nova Phocus 129 DHV2, 55 hrs, super
safety & performance, $2,000. Also:
Charly Streamer harness, 2 back
plates & speed bars, $650; Apco
Mayday 18 reserve, never used, $600;
or $3,000 for the lot. Ph: Lachlan 08
82805212 (hl, 08 83932223 (w).

Edel Orion 2412A, excellent glider for
new pilot, stable and safe, 30 hrs
airtime, $1,800. Ph: Andrew Hopkins
062494793 (wl, 06 2488531 (h).
~TRIKES
~I Please note: All powered
,
hang gliders (trikes)

offered for sale must state their
registration number, otherwise they
cannot be accepted for publication.

New South Wales
Airborne Edge Executive T2-2654, EC,
full maintenance flight books, 100 hrs
IT, always hangared plus trailer,
radio, 2 helmets, 1 flying suit, all in EC,
$17,500. Ph: 044 216203.
Airborne Edge Executive T2-2665,
electr. start, dual EGT, quiet kit, 105
hrs, $16,200. Ph: 02 97745795.
Airborne Edge Executive T2-2689,
full instr., electr. start & quiet kit, plus
helmets & fitted Lynx intercom, full
covers & trailer, always hangared,
$19,800. Ph: Colin 0298731724.
Airborne trike Tl -2085, Rotax 447 air
cooled, 150 hrs, log & Rotax service

sheets available, just been
overhauled, agent found to be in EC.
Set up & always hangared, previously
advertised $4,850, will sell $3,800.
Owners moving. Ph: Wagga Wagga
069217397 or 018 693640. Also:
Pegasus Quantum Q2 Sport
microlight T2-2736, immac. cond.,
reduced for quick sale, owners
moving, $18,900. Ph: Wagga Wagga
069217397 or 018693640.
Edge 582 T2-2658, fully rebuilt engine,
no hrs, wing has only 55 hrs, c/w
trailer, aerotow kit, Ivo prop, tacho, hr
meter, ASI, altimeter, CHT. First to see
will buy at only $9,000. Will inc!. 2 hrs
instruction with the sale. No offers.
Ph: Lee Scott 065 565265 anytime.
Edge 582 T2-2615, 167 hrs from new,
extra instr. for better engine monitoring
& safer flying . Always properly
maintained, serviced & garaged.
Immac. cond., never damaged,
$12,000 (inc!. trailer) or will consider
1/2 share sale. Ph: 02 91539132.
Lazer helmet, near new, aluminium
high impact shell covered inside
fibreglass, vent system, PIT, speaker/
mike, intercom, carry bag, $900. Ph:
Forrest 02 94502674, 0412 273552.
Mainair Mercury T2-2676, one of the
fastest trikes in the world! Immac.
maintained, Rotax 503 dual ignition,
full instr., ASI, VSI, CHT, RPM, large
scale altimeter, large compass, Icom
A-20 VHF radio plus fitted high perf.
aerial,2 helmets & intercom. High
speed comp wing, additional long
range tank (24Iitresl, custom built
sturdy trailer with lockable storage
bins available, $12,000 plus $600 for
trailer. Ph: Stan 0296521910.
Skylink trike T2-2557, 145 hrs, full
instr., ASI, VSI, Alt, fuel pressure
gauge, RPM, Temp, compass, 3-blade
adj. Ivo prop, wing covers, large windscreen, VHF Icom radio, 2 Comunica
helmets with intercom, manuals,
logs, etc. Priced to sell $6,000. Ph:
06 2261441 or 06 2302422 (w).
Quantum 462 trike T2-2766, full instr.,
log books, IT 65 hrs, A1 condition
battery, front light, strobe, 4 blade
Prolga prop, radio noise suppression,
training bars, comms & helmets,
$19,850 ono. Ph: Don 0419421257.

Queensland
Changing sport clearance: Single
seat trike base with low hrs Cuyuna
430 cc motor, 251 fuel capacity, alt.,
ASI, pod electric fuel pump, 2 blade
wooden prop with fibreglass coating,
very strong dual trike trailer with wing
carriers, reinforced GTR wing, $6,000
the lot. Ph: 071 535623.
Airborne Edge 582 T2-2567, full instr.,
185 hrs IT, landing light, training bars,
2 helmets, headsets, intercom, PIT &
VHF Delcom radio, full covers &

trailer, $10,500. Ph: Derek 076 713410
(hl, 076 712346 (w).
Airborne Edge Executive T2-2650, full
instr., electr. start, helmets, intercom,
quiet kit, trailer, VHF airband Icom
transceiver IC-A20 MKII, pilot
handbook, enroute supplement, slide
graphic computer plus extras, 70 hrs,
EC, $20,000. Ph : Greg 070 993423.
Trike Tl-2073 Buzzard base, 532 electr.
start, Edge wing, Edge main mast, full
instr, ASI, alto baro, EGT, volt, water
temp, tacho, hr meter, compass, padded
dash, VHF aerial fitted, electr & vac.
fuel pumps, soft sides, wheel pants,
rear brakes, extra fuel tank, lambswool
seat, Aerial Pursuit helmet & headset
with PIT button. Custom built trailer
with small winch atthe front, spare
wheel, $7,000 ono. Ph: 07 32000882.

Victoria
Pegasus Quantum 462 T2-2783, white
LE/MS, red/grey US, red pod, 290 hrs,
hangared, $18,000 with full lessons to
Pilot Certificate. Ph: Steve 03
57501174 or 018 570168.

Northern Territory
Edge 582 T2-2725, EC, full instr., training
bars, VHF radio, 230 hrs IT, beautiful
trike, meticulously maintained, always
hangared, $15,000. Ph: 08 89528518.

Lost & Stolen
Moyes Xl 165 Serial No: 2217, white/
yellow/green US, white TS, orange LE,
speed bar with wheels went missing
29/6/97 from Belconnen area, ACT.
Ph: Bruce 064 929572(w) or 064 938522
(h) or Belconnen Police 06 2561777.

Wanted
Mars 190 in GC. Will travel interstate
to pick up. Ph: Mark 02 95483493.
2 DTs & a left & right Mylar insert
(the hard plastic for inside the LE)
for an Enterprise Wings Combat 152.
Ph : 08 83531129.
Xtralite 164 or XS 169, must be in GC.
Ph: Marco 060 246729.
Mars 170 wanted, in good condition
& airworthy. Ph: Jason 049408665 or
015636384.
Paraglider wanted to buy, suitable for
nov pilot, larger sized canopies for all
up weight 110kg, also PG harness &
parachute wanted . Ph: Steve 03
97511729 or 019 414194 anytime.
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tCOM

U-PiCK-IT
NOW you can pick the ac cessories you want with
your new ICOM GX UHF
radio. The best UHF in
Australia with just the
right accessories!

CROSS COUNTRY International
Magazine of Hang Gliding &
Paragliding: To subscribe contact
Carol Binder 0417 311360.
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The ICOM GX comes with I
full scan, power use control, night light and full I
Selcall paging.
I

I
ALSO .• the new I
Electrophone
TX 6000 is also I
available at a I
great price.
I

PRICE
DOWN II
ONLY...

I
I

•
•
$450 !
•
I

Wall charger $ :38.00, or
Drop-In Fast charger $ 99.
Long life battery $ 29 extra, or
High Power battery $ 65 extra
Emergency battery pack $ :32
X-07 Throat/mike with PTT $ 66
HS-10 Headset with S.B. $1:30
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• YIPPEE II
•
•
!
I

I
• Garmin GP5 price CRASH
I Australian guarantee (not a grey I
• import) wea~herproof, full moving •
map display and more. Satellite

I navigation at the right price!
I

GARMIN38

• GARMIN" .•.

•
•

$345
CALL

I
I Order by phonelfax. Cheque or COD OK.
NEXT DA~ DELIVERY FROM $6.00
All price5 quoted tax exempt.
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• ULTRALIGHT FLYING
• MACHINES
•
• (03) 9431 - 2131
I

I

Other

•
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BOX 182, N. BALWYN, VIC. 3104

I
I

. _---- ----_ .
I

24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869
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All correspondence, including

'1"' !>;
,~ :.~' ch~nges of address, memberIi"

, ~~,

shIp renewals, short term
memberships, rating fonns and other
administrative matters should be sent to:

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720,
Ph: 069472888, Fax: 069 474328,
Email: ned.hgfa@courier.tas.gov.au
President: Rohan Grant
Ph: 03 6-2337638 (w), 03 62311112 (h),
Fax: 03 62333311 , Email: Rohan .Grant@
ccd.tas.gov.au
Operations Manager: Craig Worth
Ph/Fa x: 065 592713, Mobile: 018 657419,
Ema il: hgfaops@midcoast.com.au
Vice-President: Robert Woodward
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 5035,
Ph : 08 2325405 (w), 08 2977532 (h),
Fax: 08 2237345.
Secretary: Shaun Keane
PO Box 81, Lyons ACT 2606,
Ph/Fax: 06 2998792 (h), 0411 722574 (w),
Email: actpara@netspeed.com.au
Treasurer: Jenny Ganderton
61 Patterson St, Forbes NSW 2871,
Ph : 068 521455 (w), 068 514148 (h).
Board Members
Lee Scott
High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Hwy,
Johns River NSW 2443, Ph/Fax: 065 565265.
Michael Zupanc
Lot 2 Pimpama Rd, Jacobs Well QLD 4208,
Ph: 07 55462412 (h), 018 662328,
Email: zupy@ozemail.com.au .
Rachael Bain
11 /100 Chewing St, Page ACT 2614,
Ph : 06 2806033 (w), 06 2548834 (h),
Fa x: 06 2807074.
Rohan Holtkamp
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla VIC
3373, Ph/Fax: 03 53492845.
Keith Lush
5 Fortune St, South Perth WA 6151 , Ph : 09
3679066 (w), 09 3673479 (h), Fax: 09 4741202.
Microlight Public Relations contact
Paul Haines
Ph/fax/tam 042 941031 .
Safety & Operations Committee, Pilot
Development & Training Committee contact
HGFA Operations Manager.
Fo r information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state asso ciations region or club.

States & Regions
NSWHGA
Se c: Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood Gdns,
Dou ble Bay NSW 2028. Ph/Fax: 02 93274025,
Ema il: nswhga@s054.aone .net.au
Southern Region NSW
1B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573;
Pre s: James Nathaniel 046 810641 .
Northern NSW Region
Pres: Dane Snell ing 0299384420 (w),
0299799069 (h); Se c: Ian Dun can
0291 89962; Trs: Glen n Salmon 029180091.
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ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka ACT 2603;
Pres: Peter Blackwell; Sec: Mark Sullivan;
Trs: Stephen Young; SSO: Peter Dall
062684139 (w), 06 2813746 (h).
North Queensland
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove QLO 4740;
Pres: Gerry Gerus 019 617935, Ph/Fax:
07034145; Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen
079552913, Fax: 079 555133.
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth WA 6151; Pres:
Gary Bennett 093804357; Vice -Pres: Julian
McPherson 092279266; Trs: Dave Hegney
092917489; Sec: Michael Derry 09 3415271 ;
RAPAC Rep: Stewart McPherson 093675884,
0419919400; PG Rep: Evan Williams
.094585454 (h); Trike Rep: Graham McDonald
094186461 (w), 09 3649226 (h).
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran VIC 3181;
Pres: Jeremy Torr 03 97705770 (w);
Sec: Megan 053338423 (w).
TasHGA
PO Box 163, South HobartTAS 7004;
Pres: Dave Lytton; Sec/Trs: Hugh Glenn;
State Co-ord: Mick Calvert.
SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph : 08 84101391 ,
Fax: 08 8211 7115. Pres: Jonathan Foote
0882813144; Sec: Stu McClure 08 82973452;
Trs: Gary Stockton 08 83772535.

Clubs
NEW SOUTH WALES
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Brian Rushton 066 290354; Sec: Chris
Gavaghan 066 882213; SSO: Brian Rushton
066290354,014615950; Meetings: 1st .
Wed/month,7 pm Bangalow Bowling Club.
Central Coast Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Skillen 018 404254; Sec:
Mark Steele 043 321277; Trs: Mick Hoipo
043 282871; SSO: Ian Duffy 018 439612;
Meetings: 2nd Wed/month, The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm.
Central West Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Len Paton 068 537220;
Sec: Jenny Ganderton 068 514148;
Trs: Mark Madden 063 622927.
Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Jim Parsons 065 554077; Sec: Steve
Tinson 065 545700 (w), 065 558091 (h).
lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: George Barrie 042 855567; Sec:
Warwick Kelly 042 261707; SSO: James
Nathaniel 046 810641 ; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month, Mountain Top Cafe, Mt Keira .
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
Pres: Roger Lilford 06 2815404 (h); Sec: Lisa
Ryrie 06 2359120, 06 2359060; SSO: Heinz
Gloor 064 576019 (w), 064 567171 (h).
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc
Pres: Graeme Garlick 02 96286245; Sec: Alan
Bond 0298995351 , 9 Finchley PI, Glenhaven
NSW 2353; SSO: David Middleton 0296236961 .
Meetings: Last Tue/month, Sportsman
Hotel, Kildare Rd, Blacktown, 7.30pm.
Manilla SkySailors Club Inc
Pres: Brian Shepherd 067 852182; Sec/Trs:
Felix Burkhard 067 752395, http://gri.une.
edu .au/mss; SSO (HG): Patrick Lenders
067783484; SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness
067856545.

. Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association
Pres: Paul Hazelgrove 018657366;
Sec/SSO: Lee Scott 065 565265;
Ben Leonard 065 821966.
Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club Inc
Sec: Darryl Ashlin 063 742536;
SSO: Bruce Barcham 063 742092.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Peter Ebeling 049585193;
Sec: Michael Bristow 049,524856;
Trs: Billo 049 438996; PG Rep: Ian
Ladyman 049 448946; SSO: Ross
Duncan 049431900; Meetings: Last
Wed/month, Souths Leagues Club.
Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: John Clark 02 99972842 (h); Sec: Mike
Warner 0294521217 (h), 02 95573188 (w);
SSO (PG): Mike Eggleton 0294517127; SSO
(HG+PG): Forrest Park 02 94502674; SSO
(HG): Glenn Salmon 0299180091.
Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508;
Pres: Geoff Robertson; Sec: Gavin Hanlon;
Trs: Karen Lederer 042 942273 or 0411
362273; SSO: Pascal Ferret 042943533.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dick Heffer 0293872613; Sec: John
Trude 0298873371; Trs: Greg Wilson
0298184704; PR: Mark Hellier 02 93515475;
Meetings: 2nd Mon/month, Moyes Factory
Loft.
Sydney Paragliding Club
Pres: Deirdre Skillen 0297275087 (h);
Sec: Ashley Bennett 0298718081 (h),
0418 111399 (w); Trs: Ian Cruickshank
0295288504; SSO: Mark Mitsos 042 949065,
Meetings: 2nd Mon/month .
QUEENSLAND
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Krautz 070 541085; Trs:
Kasanda Brease 070 558559;
Sec: Lance Keough 070 912117,
31 Holm Street, Atherton QLD 4883.
Capricorn Skyriders Club Inc
Pres: Brian Hampson 079 226527;
Sec: Geoff Craig 079 923137;
Brian Smith 079 287958.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Phil Hystek 07 55437237;
Vice-Pres: Peter Beard 07 33487150;
Sec: Mark Plenderleith 07 32786274;
Trs: Yves Collins 07 33487150;
SSO: Ken Hill 07 55435631.
Conondale XC Fliers Club Inc
13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556,
Fax: 07 54451897.
Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
4 Cairncross St, Gladstone QLD 4690;
Trs: Pat Purcell, 079 793414;
Sec: Sandy Gemmell, 079 750232;
PR: Hans Respondek, 079 721203.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
53 Yungar St, Coolum QLD 4573; Pres:
Michael Powell 07 54742249, 018166320;
Vice -Pres: Mal Price 07 54480038;
Sec/Trs: Cathy Edmunds 07 54463421 ;
SSO: Dave Cookman 07 54498573.
Townsville Hang Gliding Association Inc
Pres: Gary Rogers 077 538565 (w),
077 79264511 (h); Vice-Pres: Peter Scarfe
077 721766 (w), 077 212666 (h); Sec/Trs:
Brad Cooper 077 792853 (h), fax 077 815230;
SSO: Graeme Etherton 077 724467.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Wayne Smith 079 513392; Sec/Trs:
Ron Huxhagen 079 552913, Fax: 079 555122.
VICTORIA
Eastern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: John Carter 03 7285203 (h); Sec:
Glenn Sheppard 03 97267995; SSO: Harry
Summons 059 646055 (h), Lance Sheppard
059 623570 (h); Member Co-ord: Brian Lane
0398781358; Meetings: 3rd Wed/month,
Montrose Town Centre Meeting Room,
cnr Swansea Rd & Mt Dandenong Tourist
Rd, Montrose.
North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres/SSO: Geoff White 03 57501244, 018
052793; Sec: Karl Texler 0357501733;
Trs: David Romeril 03 57562216; Meetings:
1st Sat/month, Alpine Hotel, Bright, 7.30pm .
Southern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Mike Slape 03 5438331 (h);
Meetings: lstTue/month, Anchor & Hope
Hotel,481 Church St, Richmond.
Sky High Paragliding Club
Pres: Bruce Bremner 0395962771 (h);
Vice-Pres: Phil Taylor 03 9531 4842 (h),
015354187 Sec: David Mills 0411513404 (h);
Meetings: 1st Wed/month, Grapevine
Hotel, 59 Wellington St, Collingwood, 8pm.
Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
Pres: Craig Martinson 03 95928382 (h);
Vice -Pres: Andy Abbott 0419897005;
Sec: Nic Matthews 03 95928382 (h) or
018450626; Trs: Greg Long 03 98221984 (h);
Meetings: Last Wed/month .
The Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ted Remeika 015841107; Sec: Tony
Hughes 03 52612415 (h); Trs: Geoff
Coombes 03 52298578 (h); SSO: Rob Van
Der Klooster 0352223019 (h); PR: Warwick
Spratt 0352531096. Meetings: 1st Fri/month,
Anglesea Hotel, Great Ocean Rd, Anglesea.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Phillip Campbell 03 53343034;
Vice-Pres: Tony Lowry 0353356194;
Trs: Sandra Holtkamp 03 53492845;
Sec: Meg Bailey 03 53356194; SSO: Rohan
Holtkamp 03 5'3492845; Meetings: Last
Sat/month, The Golden Age Hotel Beaufort.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres: David Drabble, 08 93071816; Vice Pres: Rob Stevenson 0892211338; Sec:
Stephen Hoeffs 0895275782; Trs: Michael
Derry 08 92840750; www: http://kite.ois.net.
au/ - treeto p/h ang ie/avon/e agles.htm.
Cloud Base Paragliding Club Inc
Pres: Evan Williams 09 4585454;
Sec: Julian McPherson 09 2279266;
Meetings: 1st Wed/month, Boulevard Ale
House East Vic Park.
Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Gary Bennett 09 3804357;
Sec: Anna Munt 093772021 .
Geraldton & Midwest Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Debbie Maher 0899562596 (w), 08
99251001 (h); Sec/Trs: Des Hill 08 99216219,
PO Box 3359, Bluff Point, Geralton WA 6531 .
The Great Sandy Desert Hang Gliding Club

Pres: Ian Sallie 091 798487 (h);
Sec: Joe Langford 091 798655 (h).

ADV ERTISEMENT

To cater for international and interstate pilots we will have

he flying sites are suitable for both low hour Restricted

T

pilots wanting to gain hours and Advanced pilots wanting

gliders available for hire (at extra cost) if you don't want to or can't

a challenge. There are landing areas on the long white

supply your own.

beaches below launch and heaps of great places on top. You can
. soar the dunes for 30km or fly 200km thermalling an inland ridge
or soaring the awesome cliffs - it's your choice, your challenge.

For your convenience and your glider's good health, all the
gliders will be stored and transported in large PVC tubes on
trailers for the whole tour!

If you feel like having a break from the flying you can check out
the fantastic caves, go surf fishing, swimming or surfing - if you
don't mind the sharks.
Expedition costs include travelling from Dynamic Flight to
Eucla and return, with an air-conditioned overnight stop at Port
Augusta each way. This year we are taking far more comfortable
vehicles with air-conditioning and reclining seats that can travel
a little quicker than the minibuses we used last year.
Air-conditioned accommodation (essential in these parts if
you want a good night's sleep) and breakfasts will be at the Border
Village Motel and are supplied as part of the expedition costs. The
Motel is approximately 5km from the main launch at Wilsons Bluff.
We will be using Toyota minibuses from our Motel to the launch
and for retrieves and other outings.

I

f you want to know more about flying at Eucla take some
time to read the article which appeared in this year's
April/May edition of Skysailor.
If you want to see video footage from our last tour, send $35

and your return address to:

DYNAMIC FLIGHT IMI 2361 TRAWALLA VIC 3373.
For bookings or a free expedition info-pack
phonelfax Rohan Holtkamp on 03 53492845.

Expeclition clates:
1. Thursday, 8 January to Monday, 19 January
'2 clays
76 (Just after the Aussie Nolionak)
2. Saturday, 7 February to Wednesday, 15 February
, 2 clays
76 (Just after the World Championships)

$','

$','

IMI 2361 TRAWALLA VIC 3373 - Phone/fax 03 53492845

fnjoy aWing
that has the

aduantages of
both ahang glider
and aparagtider

longing to fly in those stronger winds (use your paragliding harn·$ss).

quick to setup, light,
fun and easy to fly.

As seen in Larry's article in April/May Skysailor

The Wills Wing Falcon Skyfloater
Model
Glider Weight
140 Falcon
19.1 kg

Pilot Weight
45 - 75kg

170 Falcon

20.9kg

60 - 90kg

195 Falcon

22 .7kg

70 - 100kg

225 Falcon

26.4kg

80 - 180kg

NSW

SA

Chris Boyce
Sydney Hang Gliding ~entre
Phone: (042) 94 9994
(042) 94 -3188
Fax:

Larry Jones
.
Adelaide Airsports
Phone: (08) 8556 30~0
Fax:
(08) 8557 4113

Dealers Wanted

